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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE
OF MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSORS
by
H. F. Creveling and R. H. Carmody
SUMMARY
The technical objectives of the contract included generating a computer
(IBM 7094) programmed axial-flow compressor off-design aerodynamic per-
formance calculation which accounts for variable specific heat and full radial
equilibrium of the flow, including streamline curvature and radial gradients
in total enthalpy and entropy. The resulting performance computation is iter-
ative, with efficiencies determined from a total pressure loss coefficient which
is taken as the sum of a calculated reference loss coefficient and an off-refer-
ence increment in loss coefficient. The reference loss is established through
the use of correlated blade element profile loss data and the loss associated with
a normal shock in the blade passage, where appropriate, for diffusion factors
from 0 to 1.0 and Mach numbers from 0 to 1.6. A compressor of specified
geometry is considered and energy addition for a given flow rate and rotational
speed is determined through the use of blade element performance data con-
cerning reference incidence angle and deviation angle.
Tabular data for loss, incider_ce angle, and deviation angle are available
in the program for NACA 65-series and double-circular-arc blade sections.
Calculations for reference incidence and deviation angle can be made using
NASA 2-D or 3-D design rules. Deviation angles for nonreference incidence
conditions are obtained by adding increments to the reference values.
The program accepts input data describing the geometry of a compressor
having up to 12 stages and, barring any error messages from the calculation,
computes the aerodynamic performance for a given rotational speed and flow
rate, and for given uniform inlet conditions of total temperature and pressure.
The design computations may be based on 5, 7, 9, or 11 streamlines, at the
user's option. Hub and tip blockages are input separately, at each axial
station, as the unblocked fraction of local geometric annulus area. The pro-
gram user has the capability of specifying the mass flow at each blade row.
Any changes in mass flow are distributed proportionally among all streamtubes
involved in the design computation.
The computation and the corresponding program logic are developed in
detail in Appendix A (System of Equations and Computations) and Appendix C
(Program Flow Charts). The Fortran listing of the computer program is
shown in Appendix B.
Input format and the preparation of required input data are presented in
Appendix D, along with the data set describing a sample performance calculation
problem. Appendix E illustrates the format of program output, through presen-
tation of the computed results for the sample performance calculation problem.
INTRODUCTION
As a part of Contract NAS3-7277 for the NASA-Lewis Research Center,
four axial flow compressor computer programs were developed. The first
of these programs was based on the assumption of simple radial equilibrium
of static pressure and constant efficiency radially. In this program limits on
hub and tip ramp angles, axial velocity ratio across blade rows, rotor hub
and stator tip loadings, rotor exit relative flow angle, and stator hub Mach
number are specified; the velocity diagram and stage-by-stage performance are
calculated. This program is reported in Reference 1.
The second program accounts for complete radial equilibrium of flow.
Losses are evaluated on the basis of blade element loss prediction methods.
Radial distribution of energy is specified as a polynomial variation of whirl
velocities at the exit of each rotor blade row; rotor tip loadings are specified
as are limiting values of rotor hub relative exit angles, stator hub Mach
numbers, stator hub loadings, and the compressor flow path. This computer
program is designated as "Axial Flow Compressor Design Program II", and
is reported in Reference 2.
A third design program was also developed under this contract and is
reported in Reference 3. Program III differs from Program H in that the
radial distribution of total pressure is specified rather than the whirl velocity
distribution, and there is the option of specifying the flow path or specifying
the axial velocity ratios and calculating the resulting flow path.
The final program developed under this contract is an off-design performance
calculation and is reported herein. The calculation accounts for variable
specific heat and full radial equilibrium and determines energy addition and /
adiabatic efficiencies on the basis of data for blade element turning and loss.
The program user has available as options either double-circular-arc or
NACA 65-series blade performance data as published in Reference 4, Chapters
VI and VII, plus the capability of specifying reference incidence angle through
tabular input for any individual blade row or through the criterion of suction
surface tangency for any double-circular-arc blade row. The off-reference
increment in deviation angle is furnished in the form of a correlation of
selected NASA data.
Adiabatic efficiency is determined iteratively for each streamline in each
blade row, using: {1} correlated reference profile loss data and reference shock
loss computed on the basis of the normal shock-in-passage model of Reference 5
and {2) correlated results of NACA data expressing the off-reference increment
in total pressure loss coefficient in terms of (i-ire f) and relative inlet Mach
number.
The program can handle up to 32 axial stations and, subject to this con-
straint, the user may use dummy blade rows as described in Appendix D. End
wall blockage is input to the program at the hub and tip for each axial station and


















The primary symbols are illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
sonic velocity, ft/sec
constants in whirl velocity polynomial
axial spacing of computational stations, in.
specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/lb m- °R
blade chord, in.
diffusion factor; total derivative
blade force on gas, lbf/lb m
constants, variously defined in Equations (A-38) through
(A-40) and in Equations (A-44) through (A-46)
universal gravitational constant, 32. 174 ft-lbm/lbf-sec2
inlet blade passage dimension normal to flow h = s cos fl'l"
enthalpy, BTU/lb m
incidence angle, degrees
conversion factor, 778 ft-lbf/BTU


























number of axial stations
blade throat dimension, in.
percent blade span
pressure, lbf/in. 2 abs
heat transfer rate, BTU/lbm_se c
radius, in.
i th rotor








mass flow rate, lbm/sec
fraction of blade span
axial coordinate, in.
ramp angle, degrees
air angle, measured from engine axis, degrees
ratio of specific heats






















change; final value minus initial value






air turning angle, degrees
blade camber angle, degrees
angular speed, radians/second




designates a 2-D quantity in NASA blade element performance
correlations
designates a 3-D quantity in NASA blade element performance
correlations
effective value (of hub or tip radius)
geometric value (of hub or tip radius)
hub section
ideal







ref reference, or minimum total pressure loss, conditions









relative value of a variable
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Velocity diagram along a streamline
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of symbols.
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.TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
This off-design performance computer program, bearing designation N36,
accounts for full radial equilibrium including radial gradients in total enthalpy
and entropy. Specific heat is treated as a function of temperature with the
exception of its use in the computation of shock loss, where cp is assumed
constant; elsewhere in the calculation, all integrations invol_ing Cp in the
integrand are performed rigorously for variable Cp. The program will not
calculate supersonic axial flows; a check is made at the midstreamline of each
axial station and the computation is terminated with an accompanying error
message whenever an axial Mach number greater than 1.0 is encountered on
three consecutive passes through the calculation.
The program requires a description of the geometry of the blading in each
blade row and a description of the flow path geometry, including the location
of all axial stations, plus hub and tip blockages at all stations. Required input
data is described in detail in Appendix D. The iterative computation of adiabatic
efficiencies at each streamline of each station is based on the total pressure
loss coefficient, which is evaluated as the sum of the reference loss coefficient
and an off-reference increment in loss coefficient. That is,
&t = _t, ref + {_t - _t, ref }
where
;_t, ref = _ p, ref + gs, ref
The reference profile loss data is input as a correlation of blade profile
loss parameter vs diffusion factor for hub, mean, and tip blade sections.
This profile loss data is interpolated and extrapolated to any point along
the blade span by means of a second degree curve fit. Reference shock loss
is computed at each streamline position by means of the normal shock model
of Reference 5, making use of the flow angle at the shock (input as a function
of blade span for each blade row} and assuming flow at the computed relative
inlet Mach number enters the blade passage at the reference value of incidence
angle.
The program draws its input-specified reference profile loss-data sets
from a master file or library of up to 999 loss-data sets. This master file
appears as permanent data and is located at the rear of the program deck; this
library of loss-data sets is the only information stored as permanent data. Each
reference profile loss-data set consists of 20 values of profile loss parameter
(_p cos _) /2 _ for each of the hub (10% span), mean (50% span), and tip
(90% span) sections. These 60 values of loss parameter appear on 5 cards con-
sisting of 12 fields of 6 columns each. The values of loss parameter for the
hub section are entered first; next, the values for the mean and tip sections. At
each blade section, values are entered corresponding to increasing values of
8
diffusion factor. The program automatically assigns the 20 loss-parameter
values at any blade section to the 20 diffusion factor values 0, 0.1, 0.15,
0.20, 0.25 ..... 1.0.
The off-reference increment in total pressure loss coefficient is established
using a correlation of selected NASA data, which takes the form of those shown
in Figures 2 through 4 for the hub (10%), mean (50%), and tip (90%) blade sec-
tions of rotors. These three correlations are tabled directly into the computer
deck for automatic use in the performance calculations. The 50%span rotor
loss data curve is tabled into the deck for use at each of the hub, mean, and
tip sections of all stators. As is the case with other blade element performance
data, the actual tabulated data representing plotted correlations appears in the
listing of the Computer Source Deck, shown as Appendix B. For the off-ref-
erence loss data described, interpolation and extrapolation along the blade
span is done by second degree curve fit, in the same manner as for reference
profile loss data.
The program computes performance in any given blade row for either
65-series or double-circular-arc blades, and the user has the option of
specifying or determining the reference incidence angle at each streamline
for any individual blade row according to one of the four following options:
1. NASA 2-D incidence rule
2. NASA 3-D incidence rule
, The criterion of suction surface tangency (for double-circular-arc
blades only)
4. Tabulated input; ire f vs radius
The third option shown above employs the expression
-1
ire f = 2 tan
c tan _b + t -t cos @
-'--4- max edge --2- t - qJ (1)c + tedg e sin _____ -2
2
which is shown as Equation B-42 in Reference 6. Note that for the NASA 2-D
and 3-D incidence rules the reference incidence angle is determined for the
reference inlet air angle and Mach number occurring at the particular point
being calculated. Thus, in general, the reference incidence value does not
remain fixed at a given axial and radial station for different flow points on a
speed line. Similar to the incidence angle options the user may elect to
establish the reference deviation angle at each streamline of an individual
blade row through the use of either
or
I. the NASA 2-D deviation rule
2. the NASA 3-D deviation rule.
The NASA rules describing reference blade element performance are
those found in Reference 4, Chapters VI and VII, and curve fits of the correlated
data plotted there appear directly in the Source Deck listing (Appendix B of
this report) in tabular form. The off-reference deviation angle is expressed as
o o ) (2)8 = 8 ° + (8 ° - 8re fref
where the off-reference increment in deviation angle, 8 ° - 8 ref'° is
obtained through correlation of selected NASA data, as shown in Figures
5 through 7 for both rotors and stators, where e ref represents the reference
air turning angle:
O
Eref = (fl l,m + iref) - (fi 2, m + 8 ref )" (3)
The correlated data revealed no significant dependence on Mach number
or on position along blade span; consequently, one table representing the data
plotted in Figure 5 is used for both rotors and stators and is entered for each
of the hub, mean, and tip blade sections. It should be noted that, although the
increases in deviation angle as incidence angles decrease from reference
incidence, shown in the curve fits of Figures 5 through 7, represent the
trends of the data realistically, this trend in the curve fit can cause program
instabilitT if the incidence angle is well below reference incidence.
Any interpolation or extrapolation of off-reference deviation data along
blade span is performed according to a simple straight-line fit.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The basic equations of motion which govern the three-dimensional flow
of an inviscid compressible gas through a turbomachine have been derived in
many reports such as Reference 4.
The pertinent equations for steady axisymmetric flow in cylindrical co-
ordinates are:
Continuity Equation
I h(pRV R) _(pV z)
R _R + _Z - 0 (4)
Radial Equation of Motion
_ _s
gcJ _R - gcFR + gcJT_ " +




Circumferential Equation of Motion
I
o = gcFo - _ [- R _R + Vz _-_ "j (6)
Axial Equation of Motion
_H t bS V 0 _(RV 0)
gc J _--= gcFz + ge JT _'Z + _ _Z
Energy Equation
DHt_ Q + o, D(RVs)









Equations (4) through (10) relate eight unknowns in FR, F 9 , FZ, VR, V# ,
VZ, S, andH t.
The compressor design analysis considered for this study considers full
radial equilibrium and radial gradients in total enthalpy and entropy. The
simplifying assumptions are:
o Only stations between blade rows are to be considered; therefore,
F R, FS, and FZ are zero.
2. Heat transfer is zero therefore Q is zero.
3. Consideration need be given only to the radial equation of motion.
With these assumptions, Equations (6), (7), (9), and (10) are eliminated.
Equation (4) is then rewritten for convenience as
R T
/-




and Equation (5) is written as
T t
V2z- Vz --2 cJ( cp dT
R
,v$-v?j,- 2 f  2dR
Rj R
R R
s s- 2gcJ T-_ dR + 2 V Z
Rj mj
dR,
where the subscript j here refers to the reference streamline used in the in-
tegration. The energy equation becomes
(12)
gc J (AH t) = _A(RV0) (13)
The iterative solution of this set of equations in this application requires
specifying compressor geometry, rotational speed, flow rate and inlet con-
ditions plus blade element turning and loss performance correlations for each
blade row from among the available options, as described in detail in Appen-
dix D. The performance of any blade row, streamline by streamline and over-
all, is obtained through the use of blade element performance data for flow
turning and total pressure loss in developing, iteratively, a converged simul-
taneous solution of Equations (11), (12),and (13). Clearly, Equation (13) reduces
to
AH t : 0 (14)
for stators, where o, = 0. Performance of a whole compressor, stage by
stage and overall, is obtained through satisfaction of Equations (11) through
(13) simultaneously for all blade rows and for inlet and exit ducting, using
the appropriate specified blade element performance correlations for each
individual blade row. The program user may specify dummy blade rows in
the compressor flow path as a means of providing space between adjacent
blade rows or of providing extra inlet and/or exit stations. In each dummy
blade row through the compressor, the performance calculation conserves
moment of momentum of the flowing fluid.
The primary objective of this computer program is to determine off-
design performance of given axial flow compressors in accordance with
full radial equilibrium and with adiabatic efficiencies determined from blade
element analysis of total pressure loss. The detailed procedure to accomplish
the objectives of this program, and the development of the program logic to
automate this performance calculation are discussed in the following subsection.
A detailed summary of the specific calculations is given in Appendix A.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM LOGIC
The basic task of the computer program described herein is the develop-
ment of the axisymmetric model flow through a given compressor at known
rotational speed, flow rateland inlet conditions. This reduces to establishing
simultaneous iterative satisfaction of the energy, radial equilibrium_and
continuity equations, using blade element performance data to establish flow
turning and total pressure loss at each step of the iteration. Hence, energy
addition and efficiency are established in the programmed flow calculation
by the performance of each blade row which is in turn established by the
blade element performance data.
The radial profile of axial velocity at an axial station is obtained by sub-
stituting tangential velocities into the radial equilibrium equation, (12), and inte-
grating the resulting expression from a reference streamline j to any other
streamline. The term V2 serves as the constant of integration and must be
zj
adjusted to satisfy continuity; VZj is established by trial and error at each
axial station, for each pass of the design computation.
The program begins a performance computation by reading in the specified
data on which the design is to be based, including. (1) the coefficients de-
scribing Cp variation with temperature, {2) the loss data sets elected from
the master file, and (3) data basically describing the machine to be studied,
including relative error tolerances to be used in the iterative computations,
and data for each of the stages. The stage data includes:
• Specification of either 65-Series or double-circular-arc blade sections
for rotor and stator
• Specification of the reference profile loss data sets to be used for rotor
and stator
• Specification of the desired option(s) for determination of reference
incidence angle in rotor and stator
• Specification of the desired option(s) on reference deviation angle com-
putation for rotor and stator
• Flow increments, if any, in rotor and stator
• Radial distributions of solidity, inlet and exit metal angle, maximum
thickness/chord, throat/spacing and flow angle at the assumed normal
shock for both rotor and stator
The first four axial stations of the flow path represent the inlet, and the
last three stations represent the exit. Any extra stations desired to specify
inlet or exit geometry may be added through the use of dummy blade rows.
The program begins its computation by evaluating Tt, Pt,and Cp (T) in the
inlet. Setting V R and V 0 in the inlet to zero, and assuming dR/dZ and
d2R/dZ 2 both zero at the front of the machine, the program then sets mass
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flow rate throughout the inlet equal to the flow rate at the first station. Using
flow increment data specified for each input blade row, total flow rate at each
station of the entire input flow path is then computed. Further, the program
establishes the number of streamtubes and the midstream index streamline to
be used in axial velocity computations.
Next, the program performs a simplified analysis of the first rotor, using
Carter's rule to determine deviation angles at each streamline and producing
a radially constant value of exit axial velocity. This simplified estimate of VZ
is assigned to the exits of all blade rows downstream. At this point, deviation
angles and efficiencies are estimated for all blade rows and an estimate of
velocity vector, temperature, and pressure is established for each streamline of
all axial stations.
Next, the program begins a more detailed, full radial equilibrium consider-
ation of the first six (or seven} stations of the given flow path. Depending upon
whether the entire flow path is made up of an even or odd number of stations,
the program considers either six or seven stations at a time, since at each point
the program has established full convergence in the performance computation,
two downstream stations are added and two upstream stations are dropped from
consideration. In this way the program "marches" through the entire flow
path, step by step. Implicit here is the assumption that a converged flow solution
at any axial station is insensitive to changes in flow properties computed six
or more stations downstream. The detailed consideration of flow in any six
(or seven} station portion of the flow path involves establishing an axial velocity
distribution using full radial equilibrium, and performing a check on continuity.
(It is important that the program does not generally force a satisfaction of con-
tinuity during early calculation passes at any station. A variable damping
factor is employed in the calculation, which limits the large changes in VZj
generally required to satisfy continuity during early passes of the calculation
to only a small portion of their calculated size. Conversely, for small required
changes in V Z. generally encountered near convergence, the damping factor
)
permits a change approaching the size of the actual change required to satisfy
continuity. In this way, considerable calculation time is saved through not
forcing a satisfaction of continuity at a given axial station until other flow
properties there are also approaching their converged values. )
Next, blade element performance data is used where applicable, for all
streamlines and all stations being considered, to re-establish flow turning
and blade loading. Finally, total pressure loss is re-established (again using
applicable blade element data} and the axial velocity distribution is re-estab-
lished for each of the stations presently considered, subject to the action of
the variable damping factor just described. When complete convergence of
calculated values of flow properties is attained for all axial stations under con-
sideration, the program calculation "marches" one step downstream in the
manner previously described. Barring any error conditions (and the corre-
sponding printed error messages} and with convergence re-established at
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each step in the manner described above, the calculation "marches" one
step at a time to the rear of the given compressor flowpath. After convergence
is obtained for the entire performance calculation the program performs a
check for choking conditions at all streamlines for all blade rows in the machine.
If choking is indicated anywhere, the program logic prints a message indicating
this. There is no calculation of flow shift or any other action taken by the
program logic. The program prints the computed performance output in the
general form shown in Appendix E.
As indicated, the design computation may stop at numerous points and
produce one of a number of error messages if difficulty is encountered for
physical or numerical reasons. The stopping points and corresponding error
messages are shown in the program flow charts and in the source deck listing,
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Figure 4. Off-reference total loss correlation--tip section 90% span.
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SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

The system of equations and computations presented in this appendix con-
stitute an iterative system for computing performance of multistage axial-
flow compressors. It has been pointed out that the computation considers only
stations between blade rows, in addition to inlet and exit stations. Full radial
equilibrium of the flow is computed, including radial gradients of total enthalpy
and entropy. Flow is assumed axisymmetric and the gas is considered ideal,
with cp taken as a function of temperature. The computer-programmed per-
formance calculation system will handle a maximum of 12 stages.
In summary, the following information is given:
• Specific heat at constant pressure, as a function of temperature
• Molecular weight of the gas
• Number of stages in the compressor to be studied
• Design speed
• Total mass flow rate
• Number of streamlines to be considered in the computation
(5, 7, 9, 11)
• Fraction of the total flow passing between the hub and each successive
streamline
Furthermore, for the inlet and exit ducting and at the compressor entrance,
the following items are given:
• Inlet total pressure
• Inlet total temperature
• Axial location of all stations
• Hub radius and blockage factor at each axial station
• Tip radius and blockage factor at each axial station
For each of the stages of the compressor to be studied, the following items
are specified:
• Axial location of all stations, annulus geometry and blockages at hub
and tip for each station
• Blade section type, either 65-Series or double-circular-arc, for rotor
and stator
• Reference profile loss parameter correlations at hub, mean,and tip
(specified as loss data sets elected for rotor and stator)
• Desired option(s) for computation of blade element flow turning
• Radial distribution of solidity, maximum thickness, throat/spacing,
inlet and exit metal angles_and flow angle at the assumed normal shock,
for both rotor and stator
A-1
The basic equations employed in this design system are displayed in the
description of computations presented here. The equations are presented in
cylindrical coordinates, assuming axisymmetry and neglecting body forces.
The solution is necessarily an iterative one, as described in the Technical
Discussion section of the text, and proceeds to the satisfaction of several
error tolerances specified as input and described in Appendix D.
C ONTINUITY EQUATION
RT el"
w = 2-]PV_RdR (A-I)
RH e
From geometric input dimensions and blockage, aerodynamic hub and tip
radii are determined at each axial station. From the definitions
_R 2
RT2 H e
8H = = hub blockage factor (A-2)
RT 2 - RH2




where blockage factor is the decimal portion of geometric area not blocked,
there results the expressions
+
[RTe = 8TR2 + - 8 R
(A-4)
(A-5)
The annulus is subdivided into (j-l) streamtubes, where j is input as the
number of streamlines considered in the design. The fraction of the total mass
flow passing between the hub and each of the j streamlines is given as input and
R.




The energy equation and the radial equilibrium equation, a discussion of
which follows, involve tangential velocities directly. These are in turn com-
puted consistent with the blade element performance data selected by the pro-
gram user from among the available options. The program user is referred to
Chapters VI and VII of Reference 4 and to the detailed description of available
options found in Appendix D, part A, of this report.
_ 1 - U 1 ] (A-7)Ht2 - Htl gcJ [U2 V02 V01
Tt2 is determined by an iterative solution of the equation
/.Tt2
Ht2 - Htl =.] cp(T}dT
Tt 1
(A-8)
solving for the upper limit of the integral.
The exit total pressure for the rotor at any streamline is determined
using exit total temperature and efficiency. The adiabatic efficiency is then
redetermined by calculating an isentropic temperature rise from an iterative
solution of
(A-9)
and solving Equation (A-8) for Ht2 ' i" Efficiency is then found from







-2gcJ T -_ dR ÷ 2 Vz \_z / R
Rj Rj
(A-If)
The entropy gradient term of the radial equilibrium equation is evaluated
from the following expression
2gcj T--_R- dR = 2gc,.T _ - -ym / dR (A-12)
Rj RI LTtl Ptl. !
The streamline curvature term is evaluated from
Rj Rj 2
(A-13)
where the subscript # designates a derivative taken along a streamline.
EQUATION OF STATE
P
p = -- (A-14)
_T
STATIC-TO-TOTAL AND RELATIVE-TO-ABSOLUTE CONVERSIONS
From the definition of total enthalpy, the relationship
V 2




Static temperature is evaluated iteratively from





and static pressure is calculated from
e T) dT
P = Pte (A-17)
Relative total enthalpies are determined from
Ht _ Ht 1 ,2 - V
- 2gcj (A-18)
Relative total temperature is found iteratively from
, fT_
H t - H = J Cp(T)dTT










Pt2, i - t2
!
Pt 1 - P1
(A-21)
A-5
and for stators as
Pt 2 - Pt3
_t = (A-22)
Pt 2 - P2
For off-reference blade operation, _t is considered broken down as follows:
_t = _t, ref + (_t - _t, ref ) (A-23)
where
(_t - _t, ref ) = f( i - iref, M', p) (A-24)
and
t, ref = _p, ref + _ s, ref (A-25)
The reference shock loss coefficient is calculated on the basis of the
normal-shock-in-passage model presented in Reference 5 (See References in
report) with flow at the computed inlet M' assumed to enter the passage at
reference incidence. In this computation, the specific heat of the gas is
evaluated at local temperature but is not treated rigorously as a variable.
For each stage in a design calculation, the computer program receives as
input a radial distribution of the relative flow angle at the assumed normal
shock for both rotor and stator. Supersonic turning is computed as
I !
¢ss = fll - fl s (A-26)
For stators, the absolute air angles are substituted. If the relative inlet
Mach number is equal to or greater than 1.0, the inlet Prandtl-Meyer angle
is calculated from
7+ 1 tan -1 2_ - tan "1 M -1 (A-27)
The Prandtl-Meyer angle at the intersection of the assumed normal shock with
the suction surface is calculated from
= vI + _b (A-28)VSS SS "
The Mach number at this location is then determined from an iterative solution
of the expression
Vss = _- _" tan'l _/_-_--_ ss - - tan" Mss- 1 (A-29)
A-6
The effective shock upstream Mach number, from which the pressure ratio
across the shock is computed, is
M e = + M s •
(A-30)
Using the normal shock relationship, Equation (99), Reference 7 {in report),
Pt2 (T_+ 1) Me 2
----7" = ,2
\Ptl/norma 1 1) M e +
shock
1Me1t1/ -1(A-31)
the shock total pressure ratio is determined.
then evaluated as
1 - \Ptl / normal shock
S
The shock loss coefficient is
(A-32)
where
P1 _ T- 1 _I -T/T-i--7-= + M
Ptl 2
(A-33)
Now, if the inlet relative Mach number is less than 1.0, the effective upstream
shock Mach number is calculated as
!
MI( )Me= --_ + Mss (A-34)
wh_re Mss' is a function of @ss determined by iterative solution of the equation
CSS = _- Il-Xtan-I _ SS- I -tan- MSS- I (A-35)
A-7
If M e is greater than i. 0, _ s is evaluated using Equations (A-3 I), (A-33);
and (A-32) as before.
The reference profile loss coefficient is determined from blade element
_p cos B'2
loss data, input as profile loss parameter 2 _ correlated as a function
of diffusion factor for hub, meanland tip sections as described earlier and in
Appendix D. The hub and tip loss data sets are associated with 10% span and
90% span, respectively. Blade diffusion factor is calculated as
' V' - V'
.__ 01 02D R = 1.0 V2 + (For rotors) (A-36)
and
V 3 V02" V03
D S = I. 0 - _ + (For stators) (A-37)
V 2 2 _V 2
where solidity, _ , is cleterm{neci at the average radius associated with a
stream surface in the blade passage.
When the diffusion factor is established for the flow along a given stream-
line in a given blade row, the average percent span for that streamline in the
passage is used to establish a profile loss parameter value associated with the
given streamline. The loss parameter is established using a parabolic curve
fitalong the blade span, using the mean section loss parameter value and the
hub or tip section value, as appropriate. Both loss parameter values are
taken at the diffusion factor level computed for the subject streamline. The
parabolic fittakes the form
0.5




The profile loss coefficient is then computed directly, using solidity and stream-
plane relative exit flow angle at the subject streamline.
A-8
The off-reference increment in total pressure loss coefficient is
correlated as a function of i-ire f, relative inlet Mach number and percent
blade span as was discussed earlier. A parabolic curve fit identical to the
one shown in Equation (A-38) is used in establishing the off-reference in-
crement in total pressure loss for an arbitrarily located streamline. The
values of i-iref and relative inlet Mach number associated with the streamline
in question are used to establish values of the parameter _t - _t a ref
(i - iref)2
at the hub and mean or tip and mean sections, as appropriate, and the
described parabolic fit used to establish a value of the parameter at the
streamline being considered. The value of (_t - E t, ref} is then established
at the subject streamline.
The total loss coefficient is used to establish an actual exit total pressure
using Equation (A-21) or Equation (A-22), as appropriate. This exit total
pressure is used to re-establish adiabatic efficiency through the use of Equations
(A-9), (A-8); and (A-10), as described earlier.
CHOKE CHECK CALCULATION
The choke check calculation is performed at all streamlines for all blade
rows, after convergence is obtained for the entire performance calculation.
The ratio of throat to spacing, O/s, is given as input data for each blade row in
the manner described in Appendix D, Part A, and the check for a choke margin
of 5% (O__ >_ 1.05) is accomplished at each streamline for each blade row by
computing
f
h _ cos fl (A-39)
s 1
and
h _ f(M'_)l (A-40)h_
and evaluating
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,_A_= _M:.E:A/(G_k,4M'_'_t -l.Ol OFFOI35_,
OFFi)I _55
_=m_, CALCJLATE AN ESTIMATE OF THE MEAN AXIAL VELC_ITY lIFFOX_Sb
IN THe _ACrIINE ENTRANCE OFFOI35I
OFFDI_5B
Ot." 30 [=I,5 OFFDI359
A= PI*(R3(I lt'_'2 -Rli(l I%_'2) C1FFOI3bO
'JU q.O K=I,X. 5 OFFDI36|
C_([,J.AI: FLdw(I )IAIROSTAGI(I.0 -GAeIVXIMACH)W_*..)It_(_I. 51GA) OFF()]_2
LF IABS((VX-CX(ItJM|IIVXI.LT.TOLCX) GO TO 30 OFFDI3_)3
VX= CX I L,,&M ) OFFDL36_
B-26
tC
INc%T. - EFN SUURCr STATEMENT - IFNIS| -
LALL E,_,r('IR(l)
,u C r,TINUE
**w, SET THe MeAN LINE INDEX TO THE WORKING SIRZAMLINE INDEX
C
J= JM
**_= L.,IIMATF_ IHc MEAN AXIAL V,:LL,(.IIY THROUGH THE BLAOE ROWS
,f! 00 [= _.LSTAC£
1_ I_OIURII-_I.E_.C.0) Gt; 11_! 70
L = I+_
LX( ItJ_1} = V_{
_-IAL( t}--- SLIN:--IPII-I,JMI,MI_II.I-4),MIN()tI-4|tNI_(I-41}
':. IAL( _}= SLihtIR( J,JMI,MOUIK(Ipi-4ltMt]UIliwl-4),NXIfIl-_) }
_,t]L t L,= SLINE It<( I-it JM l, S{)_( I, I-4}, $0| I, I-_l iNS ( I-4| I
*** ACE Tnr EEVIwIIE;N It] THE _XIT METAL ANGLE /SND
L)E[_RMINL THE TANGENI {_F FI_E FLOW ANGLE
_,EV= I_NI
P.= PI*( _,(





(1-41) _C,t 70, bi
,J5
C *** CALCULAFE TH_ TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
CUI I.JM|= -VX4,OEV +RPM(N}_,k{( I,JM}
C ,4. COlvpUlr. I H_. TOTAL TEMPERATURE
TO(I,JM)= TO(I-I,JM} +2.0*RPMINI*ICUi I_JM|*R([_JM| -CU!I-!,JMI*
X IR( ]-I,JM })I_J/CP
C ,w_, EVALU,_TE TfiL- SPECIFIC HLAT AT 1HIS 1EMPERATUK_-
_W_WIWCUMPUTE THE TLqAL TEMPERATI.;RE
PCII.JMI= PJII-I,J}*IC.9*| TO(I,JMI -TC(I-I,JMI}ITOiI-I,JM) +l. OI
L ..... SET TEE FI_SI ROTC_ EXIT AXIAL VELOCITY OOWNSTREAM.
it (DYNE) GO T0 80
L ¢*= CALCULATE ltIE DENSITY
t., *** I-aTI_AIE CENSITY
RC_',T_G= PC(I,JMI/GA_K/IO(I.JM)

































































IN: __T. - EFN SOURCe. STAT_TMCNT - [F_ |S) -
*== c._T[_AT_ I_E AXIAL ILL(]CITY
_-U.,TAG= _I;$1AG/I Io0+ O.5#(GAM.MER -I.OIw'(V/:4ACH)**2I==('.'.O
_( / | GA,_HER -I.J))
_.X(ItJM)= FL'.]'_(I )/A/R531"AG
if: |AAS({¥_ -C.<I [,JM)I/VXI.LT. TOLCXI 50 Til bL
VX-- CXl [tJM I
. 3 -,,,_!iNdc
.... i3,; N L:= oT,_ UL ,,
,;,J TO _0
"._C d::t; r I"IUE




_** ESTIMATL WHIRL VFLOCI [Y
CO( ItJM)= VX*DEV
ib (oi],'wcl ud r:] _o
¢.w. EST|_AI: I(ITAL VEL(JCIIY
V: SQRT(VX**2 +CUT I.JM))
**= "_II;4A(E AXIAL VELOCIIY
CX( ItJM 1= FLOW( I )IAIROSTAGI( [. 0 -GAtl V/MACII) 4,t2 I *¢ (O.5/SAI







Pt]l I,JR)= PO( [-I,JMI
dO CUNTINUE





_U( I,JM)-- CUT I-t,JM)*RII-LtJM)IR(I,JM)
L_| I.JMI= VX
._ _ C,LhT INUE
"_0 Cu_,IINUL























































[_l._.1. - uFh _UURC __ 3TAT E MEI'_T
*'.: ,.bO I= I,NX
;J.: ILC J= it J'4L IN[- S
C.^I I,J )= CX( I t J:'_)
L:'J[I,JI=CU! I,J,_II'U<(I,JM)I_¢I,JI
rul|,J)= h,(I,J '_,)
PC(I,J)= P,-J( I, J,_ )
104) _._]nTI_UL-
'_=# SZT INDICATUk Sb 1HAT THIS _OUTINF
A(_IN FJIK Tdl._ T]ATA 5El
_.iU: .
- IFN! SI
WILL. NOT BI: USL[J
,) ".d 0,'_ / ( ",

















o _/0.' /e J
I _l-'dl. - '.FN _OU_C_ STATEM_-NT - IFk(S) -
Md fOR ( 2 _)
SIXTY3
I_ :F, JJULE, MACH,
#1%, MINR, ML)ur ,
,rl;:'LilT [NE I'4Pvl
.. ,_,Ir_r_16c[ IT/











.,_LrHA( :'_, 1L I,_,T,:,R{ 2_,, ;1 ) _6ETA(2".).IL) ,BHl),: | ,BLADE( "S ).,,61 (321,,=.IRCL
., (,:] |,CCj( J.,LLI,CPL.b( :_IpCP( :.-_L ! | ,CSLOoc. (__.'_LI I ,CU(:,2,I '. |_L.X{ _Ztll
• I•CKM( ]_.ltCXhl.Ld( II I,bA(=L')I,r)ELMI LllI, DEPVI3?,ILII, DF(20) t,JFLOW( _,_l•_:






r)FF OO_ _ [
OFF i]O8 _ Z
]FF02._ _5





.( _., _I ),K{3_-_ J I) ,RAO(_,'2'_) _KAi)R( _25l ,RCURVq(32 _11 I_q_ll :.ZI •wINTIL_.'}FFC)]3 c')-
• | , ,.Pt_( L ) , K3 ( 3L |, KSL:'PE ( a2_ ¢).}, RULE ( 2 '=) _ SHAPE(25I _S [XTY'$ l 25 I , :),.,( o, / OFF lOB )3
.5l ,SO:K(J,2:) | ,SSI _, J_b), SSI ( d_ L.5| , (ErMC ([I I , rhl8,25) •THC l._ _Zs) • rHCv( _:FFjO@ ..)i
• :.,251,TH_'.ld,Z- = ), II iLE(2e), IO(._2,] ] ),ISIATIIIIex(321 Of-Pv0F_'_5
,../YMCN ISCAL_2/ ']FF 90:-_"+C.
.A,AAeALUAC, A2:JZAC•A.:IF;_AO_Ae÷U-*Ar%ASOSAC_A._G•J'_,GG,I]C•CENT_CM_C_AN_CTJFF)")h_/
. _ANP, CM._,(.ORLC, CObNT _CP _CP l ,_ _Pl 3,CP Ic,CP [ 5,CP [6,CPC'). ,(. PL]3,CPU4,CCFFOC_ )4
.:,]_,DA._p,c_p,OELFLU,DFACT,EMACH_EPISC:I_,FACTM_G_GA,'AVEF'._GASK,GJ,GR,. _,,]FF30_:]9
.H,k!IGH,HIPRES, I, IG, (GO,IC)UTTP_IPASS, J_JJ_JNeJML,JOULE_K,KIIEL•RK, L,OFFOOQ03
.LAST•LCI _ LE V_:L, L S [ ,L'.IAGE t _ eACH, MAXP I, MIN:_T,N ,NBLAoE'_ FI_ ATA_ NL INFS(IFFF)G90I
• ,;,,SEES_NSp,zEt),NTbBLStN_NXI_OFFtOKePHI•PLO,WeQ_P,A,RADIAN_ ;¢DFLO_REF'•OFFI_nqf)_
• RESTAP.,R 4_C,I,S,S_]LIJ, SPEcb_ST(_P,I,TERM[:, rH[CK_TIME•TOL&T,TCLCXerGLqFF')qq93
.,,_I t,,,T,;LR_ TONC_V_V._I_YL3 L)FF/)dq')'_
z.HCIRC, 4HINC[_ _HOEVI, 41-.BOTH /
NI;TE(5,31
_.hM_hllJ, /4"IROTU_ 4H_-D , 4H3-D , "HSUCT,
_HE VA, 4HNE ,
4H , _H .
4H • 4H /
CIMENSION CHECK(_I
UATA CHEr;K / 4H5_--S,
iNTLGE_ C_
I'l [ _.E _R TER,'_C
t-,LAL MOLEWT
!3 IM_NS IUN WJkb( 11,
dATA WO,_O / 4HbTAT,
X _,I_1ASL I
X 'tHN INe 4HLET , 4F'bUID,
X 41-, ROT, 4HO._. , 4h
X .-P STA• :trIT,.l,'..._ 4H
N,_,P,tLIS/ /u_TARIl UATAIN
!0 KrAC (3,!]START)
*=* READ THE JOB TITLe, NECESSARY FOR JOB DESCRIPTION
REAL) (5,.O'Jll TITLE
L. .... REAO TPE SPECIFIC HEAT COEFFICIENTS.
_u._,O (:_, LCOO) CPCO
IOJC FdHMAT ( __E2_ ._)
C


































INPdT, - LFN SOURCr. STATEMENT - |FN(SI -
JPERATX_KS INVOLVING CP
Cr L,-'=CPC{!( ._ )/_.
[PF!J=CPCU (,_ }1_.
LPL_=CPCC ( ;_ I/_,
t._'C,5=CPCO |c. I/_.
_rAO=Ct'CC( 2 I/_=)CU| il
,t_I.'ZAO=CPU2/CPC(I( 1|
_Jt-JAO:'CPC_/CPC[J(I J
'_'*LgAO--CP G4/CPCG ( ]. )
'_)L._AO=CPES/CPCL, ( 1 )
C='INIG= Tf-ER:4 _( E 1_. 68@)
L.P ]£=CPCC 12 |/;..
L_'I ;_=LPC .C}l 31/2.
CV l'+=cPrt. (,_)/4.
COI_=CPCQi_ #/5.
LP I¢-=CPCO it, I/e.
FC RM.t' I ( _,2&'_ )
KK=L
rLL k INI} 't
*** READ Tht_ SCALE_ INFOkMATIUN
RL_'_D (.,,1003) NX, NLIN!S, NSPEEI)t MAXPTt MINPIt RESTARt I{'<JTTRt
x IDUWPt LLV_L, Rt)FLFj
LSIAGL= N_- 3
hELADE= LSTAGF-_
_EAD (>,1C141 SPE_O, STOP,TOCOtPOCCtT(]LCX,EPISCN,TOLRtTOLCPtTOLAT,
l TOtHI NtNOLL,,T,DA:4P
KF,: KK- l
• ** CALCULATE FLUID C{JNSTANI$
(;ASK = G/MOL_WT
_R= 66.34_GASK
_.. ORZ= (;R* o 5
1003 FUPMAI (515,LS,_IStL_)
C
C *** TEST TP_ INPUT OATA FOR REASONABLE NUMBERS
C
IF (POCD.LE.O.O.bR.TOCC.LE.O.O} CALL ERROR(IO}
_£
C **4, IFE NUM3EH CF SIRLANLINES M&_ST tiE 5,7t9 OlR IlL





IF (NL INES.L I • 5.Gk.NL INFS. G[.I 1.0R.M(JD(NLI NESt2). F ¢.0)
LALL ERR,]_4 ( _ }

































































ill ;,£T ,';-kiVhlIVI:.S AT _hTR_,NC_ AN[: EXIT
C_L jpL( L,JI= J.
.. bLtiPt: I hlXtJ I=O.
,: ,I._PE(':XwJ )=u.
_ _,L,IP',- ( It J)=O.
,'CUP, VIL(.t J )=0.
;u r CuRVt (.IXtJ I=C.
*IW ,:EAL) FI-E FRACTIi!_; MASS tLI;W RI- T',E[;,I THE HU_ AN:) THE J-TH
STR___HL[NE. |HES= NU,gBFRS lUGST INCREASE MC'f_UIiINiL;LLY
l-bi:d (L_,iOLtt) Iu.-L_(J)tJ=!.NLINE'_)
K=I STA';'. ,I t
.'; '_(. l:tt4X
u;FL_,,'( I)= L.J
*l* ::.E_O IF_ ,'_,L, HINL C_.UNETRY _NO Bt.,UN_A_¥ LAYEi-
t4L u% K _( E F&CTbHS
!'_.t,,) lg,J. Oi_! X( lli ,,,l'_lll, gHlll, RSITI, 13f([)
..,¢,1c CPECI( ,_.N THE t LCCKAGE F_CTURS AT TIP _NI) HUF:
iF |bI([I.LI.0.G) L._LL ERR,JR(!'_)
iF {t3HltI.Ll.O.(Ji C,_LL El_i<Lli,tl_OI
,_. C_,T IN'JE
*** P_INI THL INPUT Ar, O CONVERT Ill THE PRUPE_ UNITS
uaLL CA r':-Ig_ i
,wRIIE I_,IO04) ICA(II,|=II2)
iOr.J_ FLIM/_T [IHIILIX_41
_P, ITE (b,lO0_) T|TLt, ,_X,
K SPEED, T CCi.i PL]CUI
X TOLR, T CLCP, TOLAT,
X (I.;ELq I J I • J= LiNLINL S)
NLINESI
MgLEWTt L)AMP i I"CLCX, _. Pl SOtil
_TuPI TULt4IN t CPCG,
J5lO?lSa


































llJt)_ FO.r,HAT|IH0/////2CX5| IH°|,7'_H P E F, F C R _ A N C E A N A L Y S [OFFOIO20
X _ U r ;4 U L T I S [ A t, E ..... ].OX:IH_i_&//2OX11{li_-)_51H A X [OFFDI02I
X _ L - F L O _ C [" h P R, E S S O R $ A T Ik(!H-II/ZJXIS(IH-|e_OFFDI022
,XJH U F F - O E S I G N _. O N O I T I O N S 18(lh-iI/3120X_H--- IOFFF)I02_
X(A';t3H---I/ }, ]0XqHTHr_I_E ARE[3_14H STAll(INS. 2_,X_5HCALCULATICNS OFFDIO2_+
,XA_-_L lU BE PE_,F:_R.:Eg ATI3,12H STREAVLINESII (JFFDI025
X 1OXLgHTHc DESIGN SPEOFFOLO_6
x'..u ISFg.1t/H R.P._,./IICXZ'_HTHE INLET TOTAL TEMPE.R_IURE -FT.P-t_H DEOFFD].02?
XG,S.R. 9X2*_HTHL iflLEI TOTAL PRESSURE =FI.-_,L2H (LBISQ IN.)IIIjX OFF010?8
X..3HIHE _ULECUL_P 4EIGHT ISET.2,ZZ_XZgHl',4E ITERATIgN WEIGHT FACTOR =GFFO]O2?
•_F:>.]./IIoX?OHTh_: AXI=*L VELOt. ITY TOLERANCE =Fb.3,1_XB5HTHE MIN["IUM WOFFDIO30
ALIGHT FLOW INC#,E_ENT =F_..TJtlOH IL@ISEC.)II£OXZ6HTHF CDNT[NUIrY T{,LOFFDI031
XEkN_EE =FT._,Z]J,_ZHTHF IEMPERATURE RISE TOLERANCE =Ft._/ILOX OFFOIOJZ
X-cHIFE [t;LERANCE ON EFFICIENCY IS FO.3_IBXJ3HA HALT WILL OCCdR AFOFFL)I033
XIE*,FO.I, BH MINUTESI/LOXZ_,HIHE ENTHALPY TOLERANCE - F/.@ l OFFOI03_
xl/L'_XS}HTI-_ SPCCIFIC HEAl POLYt_OMIAL IS IN THE FOLLOWING FORM/I3X'_GFFOIO_5
xi.CP =EI2.C, 3H + EI2.5,_I_*T + EI2.5,BH*TI*2 + EIZ.-_,OfIiT**_ + cI_C.t. OFFOIO3b
•_,_Hili_'t • :IL.},gH*I**511110XTgHTHE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL tIASS FLOFFD[03/
Xb'_ BET._E_N THE HUB AND rltE J-TH STREA;mLINE IS. /IJ.0XIIF7.31 OFFO1038




I'_PL'I. - _FN S{IURCF- STATEPENT - IFN(SI -
) +',, F I L t- */43X_H._,tX]H_/_3X33|lt-+,)///_JX7HSTATIrJNf-.X+SHAXIALI..+X OFFDI04.1
_+ ._HHt_d 14X Z,HT IP OFFO1042
X t ).OXJ_)HHU3 _Lf_CKAt_Et'XI2HTIP E,LtlCKAGE/).gXlOHC[2_ROINAT+-.>_|IOX8HRUFFD1043
X,_t}IbS It2( _OXBHFACT(II,_ 1t1! IIZmFI6. So2F18.SmF17._tFIS._ Illl OFFDI04_
k ! = G OFFDIOJ+5
_K= G
C ..... RE&E, A',!D CEC/JUE 1HE It<PUT DATA.
uC Z20 i=I,N_LAOE
-_03i i:_;tr"l_I (tel;)
;<L-_ (5,'008) RF)TOR(II, PLADE(IIt OFFD|II, AAe BB, CC, ODe
X FiJi_hl(l], ShAPE((I, OFLOWII÷4I
+ IF (F;.J,tM(1).Lc.t).uI FC:RHII}= I.O
IF (SHAPEIII.LE.O.01 SHAPE(II=i.O
Juu3 F,;F,M/_T (A_, L,X 2I_, 4(A_.. ¢;X), 2F10./-, , I FIO._ I
IF (ROIJ=R(I)._Q.WORD{]}I ROTOFII)=-I.O
IF ( _'OTOR (I ) .EQ. WORD( Z } ) ACTOR( I )- O.O
IF (KUIURII).EQ.C. OI GU TO 220
___ IF ( ROTgR ( I ). EQ. _OHD( 31J ROTOR( I 1= 1.0
L= 3
IF (kCIC:R(1).GI.0.(,) L-- ;
W,_ITL (6,1Jle) I,(NUTE(JtLItJ=._.I5I
SIX]YS( I)= .t ALSL.
CHECK FOR A eS-bkFLiES BLADr.
IF IBB._IE.CHECK( J)} GI) TIJ 60
WRITE 16, IO0_l
103_ FCkMAT (/ _X 2oHTHESE +ORE 65-SERIES BEADES )
SIXTYS(I)= .TRUE.
_O CIRCLE(1) = .FALSE.
L CHECK FUI_ A CIRCULAR ARC MEAN LINE.
_ IF (CC.NE.CHECK(;I} GC IO 70
WRITE I6, TOLD)
IOlO FL,I_MAT 1/ 5X 3bHTHESL _LADES A_E DCUBLE-CIRC'JLAR-ARC |
L.IRCLE(II= .TPUE.
C .... INITIALIZE IHE 3--U CORRECTION TRIGGER TO NO CORRECTION.
rU RULEII)= 1
(;HECK FOR _N INCIDENCE CORRECTION.





































1Ol! F'31_HAI II 5X 58HAN INCIDENCE CORRECTION WILL EE WADE IN THE OEVIATOFFD]O60
XI,JN RULE I OFFDZOSI
--_ ..... CHECK FOR A DEVIAIlUN CORR_:CTION. OFFDIO82
L_] TO i0_ OFFDIO83
JC' IF IED._E.CHECK(4)) GO TO 90 OFFDIOF_4
RULEI If= ? OFFO1085
WRITE 1C,I0121 OFFDIO8b
iO) 2 I-OF:MAT II 5X 5._HTHc UEVIATIUN RULE WILL BE CORRECTED FOR 3-D EFFECOFFDIOB7
....... XT _ I OFFOI088
G_ TO I0_ OFFDIO89
C CHECK FOR BUIH A DEVIATION AND AN INCIDENCE CORRECTICN. OFFDIOgO
+O IF IDD.NE.CHECKI_)I GO TO 100 OFFOIOgl
_ULEIII= _ OFFDIOq2
WRIIE 13,1011I OFFDIOgB
.... WRIIE 16,1J_12I OFFDI094
100 CONTINUE OFFDIO?5
IF I BLADEIII.LE.@.OR.BLADE(1).GT. IG| BLADEII|- I OFFDIO?6
B-33
I'_PUT. tFN S fJURC.- STAT_: MFNT
C ..... PICK LP ll-,u _PPkt]Pr(laTc LUSS DATA SET.
C L..AIA S,:_1 C.'%N _E F(>UNt_ USE THE FIRST (INE.
L
tF IKK°E:_.U) ,._U TI'I 120
1.1: llO J:ItKK
IF | I(:wMC (d I .E',). ]L ADEI I I I
l._u ,,L,r: [ IqU::






J j: oLADt I I }
,_L_DE( ll= K_
• ;0 _j= _t +!






I. $_* ,R2_O LJSS DAIA I-I[OM MASTER TAPE
C
!,u R_AC {4l ((FOUNg(KtJ,KKItK=I,gOI,J=I, ?)
IF (KI.NE.[_-EMLIKKI) GO T{] !_
,St' TO J._,O
L._u 2LADE( 1|= J
.1 _0 t.,.1Nl INUt-
WRITE (6, I019) OFtOwlI+4]
halTE {:,tO20] BLAU--([)
I0._ _U_MAT (1 '.,x 28kTf_¢ DEVIATION SHAPE FACTOR = F5.2
RF.AO (5_ :.O0lI NINII)
JJ= eLADEI{ l
C ...... _EA_ THE INLET MI:TAL ANGLE TABLE.
RE_U (5,£0L@I IM[NIJ,I I,J=L,N)
WRITE (_,iO_21 IMINIJ,II,J=t,N)
I_,F _D (_, I01_I [ MINR( J,I ),J=l,i'll
wRITE [b,IO_)}] (MINRIJ, II,J=I_N|
L ..... REAO THE _-_{I f METAL ANGLE TABLE,
i_,t::A g { _, !007 I NXIT|II
,l= :WXI rl [ I
_F_t.D l_,IOl41 I _UOTIJ, [ ),J=L,NI
W_ITE (_,I0_) IMI:UT{J,I),J=ItN)
_;EAD I'), iOi4 I ( WF)UTRIJt I | ,J=l, NI
WRITE Io, lu."]) I_UUTP, IJ,II,J=I,N|
..... RE_D THe THIC&NES$ TO CHORt) TABLE.
DLAO (5, iO07) NTCII|
._= NrcIII
R r.:¢_E: (5, 1014) (IHC(J,,] | tJ=[_N|
_,,II.r (,,,lOLl| ([MC(J,I),J=l. tN)
/FAU { J, i014) (THCRIJ, I|,J=I_N)
_H, ITL (_.lOdal ITHCK(JtII_J=ltNI
C READ IHE THRbAT TO SPACING TABLE.
ILEAD { 5, tOO?} NIHll)




























































INpUI. - EFN SOUp.C_ STATI:MENT - IFI_IS) -
_',= qTH( [ I
., ,: 6:;., (-), '_C'. 4 | (T_(J_ [},J=LtN|
*:]Tt (;eJO:._'_) {lfi(dtJltd---l. tN)
,- -_.'.) ( gt 107z.4 ) |THRIJt [ ]tJ=lthl
_.:_[IE (f_t1023) (THRIJ_I'ItJ=ltN)
..... I"E,_.C THE SOL IL:.[TY T/a4LL..
,'_=- "JS( [ )
,_ ut.C ( "_, 1GI'_ | I SU|JtI)tJ=itN)
,.alr_ (6,1021| (SPlJtIli, J=ltN|
I: L,'_*; (_,iCl_) I SOR(J, [ I, J=].,NI
W:;,ITE (s-,_I0_3) (S.'.R(Jt/ltJ=ltN)
i,_,_!,_ (_, LC07I N$S(I)
.'f't, 0 ( ",1C1/_| (SSIJ_I),J=I,N)
_IIE ('a.102_l) (SS(J_I)tJ=I_NI
'._ITL (:-,,lt)23} tSSP,(Jt||,J=I_N|
IF (AA.r-'O._OH,.,(_)| METHOD(1)= ),
1F (kk._ _.,,O_,o(SII M6T:I.:)O(I)= 2.
IF (A_.U_.wO/_D(e)) HF-THOD(I|= 3
IF (_a,C'd,,vO,_C_(7)) HETHOD(I)= 4
C REaD THE nA(JIIJS lIJ THICKNESS OR
IF (MtTHL:D(I)oLE,,2) GO TrJ 2.00
,. ___O (5, ICO7 ) N_AOII )
P. _ _,O (:_, I_i_) (RAOIJm ]).J=_mN)
READ [ !), lOLk,) (R_UR(JmII_J=i_N)
IF (MEIHJC( [I.E_.4} GO To 170
';u i0 1".)0
• /O _',rliE (o,1015) (r_O(JelltJ=l_N)
t0",.._ FORMAT (// 4X IBI'I<EF. INCIDENCE
UL_ *_0 J=I,N
tJO R._I.'(J, l)= R_CIJ_ I)/_,ADIA_
101G _-dvI_._l Ill 5X IBF_DIUS/IHICKNESS
1 _0 (.uP_T [flUE
',;,.J TO )03
ZOO LK= METHUEI l) +3
N_ITE [b,lO29J WL_I')(LK)
_ J.b.'9 FOI;MAT (J/ 5X _lhP,_-FEI,'ENCE INCIDENCE
X IIHC3RRELATION )
.:_,5 F,U :i0 J=).,8
Hlh.(J, II= M[Nf, J, [)/#.MJI_,N
r_LUT(J,I )= M01JT(J_, I)/RAUIAN
:,. u ::,o_',T INUF.







DETERMINED FRCM NASA A_t
_'_'* SET INLEt PARAMETERS
BL_ 230 I=I, NX





























































I'tPUT. - LF,w SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(SJ -
I'L,(l,Jl = FC_.IJ (IFFDIZ0a
, J'_ C _TINUr= ,JFFDI2r)9
_'_, ?gO I=I,KK OFFDI2]..3
t.++0 w,_.IIE (h,I(_I. 7IIFRHC(I},II",EIJI,IFL_UNUIJ,K,II,K=L,2{ ,,,{=1,_0| IlFFOI2tl,
!d,; F_.,t_r {J. HII/I/III_3X ,!r_.,Ft.... L']S$ D_TA SET NUMSERI3t5H °...ltil ;_FFD_21,_'
X '_K _HF_-FACTt|k IuX I'll,AT 10 Pc.RCENT JOX ].3HAT 50 PFRCEhN" _.OX CFFOIZL3
X ,bHAT 90 P_RCI_._,T EX 21HIL_F _L_L)E HEIGHT F_.UM 1 92X IHHIHE GCE;_ETRLIFF[)i2I",
^It; HI, R)/ 2JIFll.-,FL6.4,,,FZ3.z.I)I _ZFFt}_.2Lb
¢=_ I;ETEKMINE TI_E TIME AT WHICH EXE(.UTICJN Sh(]ULI} CEA3_
C,'_L L f [_[ I{ fI'1__)
ST, P=-;.TL;Pe_3CU. .,i, I LiVE
CALCUI_AIE dLAbE :>PACING.
,_i '.bO l=i,4Xl
•- 'u ,_l{l= Xl£+,) -X( II
f CP:E=° T_,U E.
t.w=_, C_N'#ERT SPE_-C, T(_ PR{.X_RA,_ IJNITS
S.'_ED= SP EEL_*. IO _ ? !c;7E
SP EF{)= SPEED1 12.(_






IF (LEVEL.EQ._) CALL PFAD
V.E TURN
IO_.6 F'_ii'_.T (I_111/II/ bX I._H6LADE _OW NUMOER 13_ 5H IS A 5A91
_.0_'+ I-+_,MATII_.XS'_HIHE P.AIIb _.JF THL] MASS FLF.)W RATE GUT OF THE BLADE ROW O_:FDt2/+_
XID IHE / 5X 3._HMASS FLGW RATE INTO THE BLADE pF]W = F&.ol 3FFDI2'_'.




ICZZ F:.Jf:MAT (II 5X L8FBLADE INLET ANGLE
IO_3 FUV:4AT (/ 5X 15_RADIUS IINCHESI _X
____IUZ4 F_RKAT (II 5X I3HBLAOE EXIT ANGLE UFtO, 2 )
_U:':5 F+JI+MAT (/I 5X]+7_A_IRUM THICKNESS/ 5X 12HTQ THE CHQRD 6X 8FIO._)
J(JJb r+JRNAT (II GX I_PPASSAGE THROAT _X 8FIO.) )
IU-7 F,_,_MAI (/t 5X I_h_LADE SCLIDITY 9X BFIO.$ )










































:,re'FOUl Ir-,E INTEG IVDEPwIFCF}NI OI_FD0703
OFF')C)7n¢
*** Vt-EFOFM_ NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONS OF THE VOEP VS. R CURVE OFFOO7._5
$** TRApEZJIUAL _ULE INIEGRATIUN OrFr)O706
L,JC-ICAL CIRCLE• SIX[Y_
".E AL IR El-, JOULE t MACH •
X '4[ [AL t MINt MINR, MOUT,
MI UT._






















• I,cxMI I])_CXNEH( IIItDAI IOItL)ELM(IIItDEPVI32tILI.OF(ZO),OFtr)W(32)tFOFFDOTBD
.L(IWIT_.),FOKMI._)•FOUND(20,3•10)_|REFI2_•lLIIITYREI25)•M__TALI2i,METOFFOOT81
.ti.IUI2b),MINIBt25),MINR(Fl,_5) eMOUI(B•251_MGUTK(B,25),NINILSI,NRAD(tOFFDOTB2
.511NSI _.5) ,PiSSI 2_ }, NTC(2b) ,NTH( PSi ,NXI 112')I ,(IBAR 125
• (3dtl].l_.U(_2_! ]I •RAUIBtZ_)_RADP.(8_2b) ,RCURVEIT:Z•]£
• ),KPM( i|,RS(3_),R_LOPE(3_,IIItRULEI25),SHAPE(251_S
• '.)i,SUV_ld,i_ I,SSIE, 2_I,SSR(8, ;'51,TERMCIIII•THI/_t251
.r,2bI•THU. IH,Z_)_TITLEI36)_TU(TZ•LII•TSIATIll)eX(32
C )MMOew I SCALAR/
. A, A _ • A _.(]A(]•420 2AOt A _I 3AOt A4U 6A Ot A 505A O+ ANG, B • fib tCC •CENT, CM, C ME AN, C OFF D0789
•MEANP, CM2•COREC, COUNT•CP,CPI 2,CPI )•CPI/*,CPI 5 tCPIG•CPO_,CPLT_•CPG_tCOFFDO790
• P_}_, L}AMP, CCP t UEL FLU, DFAC T t Ee_AC Ht EPI SON,FAC TMt G,GAM MER_ GASK,GJ_ GR2, O_F OOTq!
.II,PIGHt _ IF'_ES, I, IG, IG[_, I_UTIR, I PASStJ,JJ_ JM,JMI •JOULE,K_ KL)EL,KK• L,
• LAST t LC I _ l/:VEL,LST, LSTAGLtM•MACHt MAXP T,MINPT•N _NBLAOE, NDAIAt NL I NES
•,.ISFI$,NSP_EQ,NTt.BE$•NX•hX I_ OFF _OK ,PHI ,PLOW, Q,RA,R AOI AN• RDFLU, REF,
• RESIARtRMAc H_ S, SOLID, SPEED_STOP• T, TERMD• THICKtTIME •TOLAT ,T OLCX• TOt
.hiM• TOLR• TONE•V• VM (•YES
DIMERS|ON VL)EP( 2_1 )
RINTIII=O.O
GO TO (50•gOItIFCON







_) DO 15 J=I,NTURES
z(l DA(J)=(VL}EP( I,JI*R( IeJI+VL)EPII•J*II*R(I•J+I! I*IRII _J+I|-R(I,J) I*oSOFFD0_O_
.') r.INTIJ+iI=RINT(JI +UA(JI OFFOO._O5
_; } T(} _.j(J OFFDOB06
C *** CALCUL4TE NTUEES VALUES OF INCREMENTAL INTEbRAL$













_0 '.30 1,'5 J=],NTUJES
,Or) OAIJI=(V3EP( ;,J)¢VDEP(I•J+l)I*tR(IeJ+11-R(I•J)|1%5
1,5 t:INTIJ+]_)= P,INTIJ) _-DA(J)
_0 d= HLNTiJ_.}



















K,;F:L _. - Ef:,d SCU;,'L (- :_TATE MF/'JT - IFI_(S) -
_, z,.Sl,,I, C]EF(_.)
.' - ..."_i ':./_, ] C.,:._.7 :_,c., -_.3,_9Z. 3H;a i
2
:,;, L, =:;,;£F| LI*(o. LF(.:]+((.C'EFI _)÷(C(;EF(4Ie-(CI]{-F(_ ) +COEF(,.))'I'AI'I'A)













L,_S-_ • - L-FN S_nU_C E STATEMENT - i ¢-N I ":,| -
0510JI6_
:/L FUNCTX_JN LO_C(ANGtPERHTtTYPE) OFFD'[564
nFFDI_O5
..... CBTAINS L,]t,S PA_,AMET_RS FRUH THE INPUT MAPS AS A Fdr, CTIIt_ C}F L]FFUg_,_h
I_-FACTOK A;_I,.) PER(,_=NT 8LAI3E HEIGHT FROM THE ROOT• Ur-FI)l_!
L ]CICAL CIaCLE• 3[XTY5 CFFOIbSH
_ E AL 1'_ t F, JI1ULE • MACH t CFF f)I 5 -3'9
;_ :!'_T/_Lt _IN• ,_INRt M()UT • I]FFO3_'O
x I"(.][jIR |3FFt_I 571
I',_IEGE _, rtLAOE, CCUNT ,OFFD£572
. :(--ICAL I]FF_ OK= RDFL0, nFFgI573
X ;._STA_, IU_'L UFFOIS7 _,
I_TEGL_ PL)L t; OFFf)[575
:, L r(,)_:LIKJ,"L= OFFO1--=75
_. _F',4CN / V_:C T,Jr_/ _FFo[ _ f[
• _LPHAIZ;, III,ATA_(;5, [LI,BETA!Zg,ILItBN(32) tBLADLI?SI_BT (;2),CIRCLUFFDI57_
.u(2_I_C(J(?2, 111,LPCGIo|,CR(_2,1[} ,CSLCPE|32_II),CU(:_2•I1)tCX!_2_I] OFFDt_?g
• I,L_M( Ill,CXN,-w(II}•I)AI 1CItDEL.'(III_t)EPV(_Z,I_) ,I)F (ZO! ,L)FLOW(3Z|tF(]FFOIS_O
• L'_WI32)tFO",,v,I_SI,F(;tJ':DI)-6•3, 10| •IREFI_5•IIIt[TYPE(2bItMETAL(_I_METOFFD]5_I
.HcC( c51 ,_ IN ( 8_ -'; It MINF_ I d•2t I ,MUUT ( 8_Z. = ) •MOUTR( 9 _Z5 ) ,kl NI 251 _ NP.AF)( >_'OFFD_58Z
• _I,NS( ]S|,NSSI .'5)•NTC(_ .=},NTHI?5I,NXI TIZSI,OBAR(25,IIItGFFUI?51,Pt]OFFf)ISC_B
• [J2,1LI,/(32, LL|_RAO( _tZSItRADQ(BtZSItRCURVEI_2_ILItRHI52)tRINI(L=.tlFFO[S8_
• ), uPY( £ ), P3 ( 321, KSLDPE 13;, _L ), RJLE (Z5 |, SHAPE (25 l ,S IXTY5 ( 2b ) ,Semi 8 _ Z IIFF_)1585
• hi ,SCR ( dt Z5 l , S_( _, Zb ) , SSR( E, Z]I _ TLRMC () I ) _ TH(8 ,_5| _THC (d t_5 ) , THCR( L)FFUJ 5_5
o_,ZSIt[HRI_, 2] }• I ITLE| _) t TUI3?.•II |,T._TAT| [t) tX(_? ) I3FF DlStl7
CUKMLN /SCALA_/ OFFOIS_IB
•A'AA_A_C_A2UZA_:u3¢`0_C4A(_'A5_5A_ANGtB_B_C_C_N_'_M'C_EAN•C_FF_5_q
.MEANP, CMZ,COREC, CUUNT,CPtCPI 2, CRI 3,CP Iz'_CPI 5 _CPI6, CP{_2 •C PCJ_CFO4• COFFO[593
• i)O_, OAMP, _C P, L_EL FLCt UFAC 1 • EMAC H, E P I St]k• FAC TM•G •G A M MER _ GA SK tGJ _G_2, [JFFO 1591
• H,hIGH=HIPkES,I, I_,,[t_O•IOUTTRtIPASS_J•JJtJM,JMl_JUULE*K_KDELtKK_L•']FFOIS92
.LA%T •LC1 • LEVEL•L STtLS TAGE•M•HACH _ _AXP T _MINPT _h •NIJLADE_ NDAT A• NL I NESUFFDI_g]
•, N SETS •NSPE EL)•NTtXiES• NA•NX i •OF F •OK _9H I • PLOW_ qt R AIR AOI Ati_ RI}FL O• REF• OFFD159_+
• RESTAR_RHACH_S•SLLIL)_SPEED•STOP•T•IERMD•THICK_T[WE _TOLAT_T(3LCX_TI3LOFFDI595










FCTZ=I ( F,]UNO( P IR ST _ JJ,T YPE)-FCUN3 (FIR ST-I _ JJ •TYPE l )$DEL)
X *FJbND( FIR ST-I, Jd •I YP E )
L:EL = FCT2- FCTI



















L'IS::;. - EFN SOURCE: STATENENT - IFNIS)
05/021_8
_.U_;liiJTI_E LL;Sb OFFD2321
...... _STI_ATE the BLADE RCW LOSSES rJFFD2327
C,.J_GN IEET ITl RUTgK(_9) OFFDZ323.
'.,JMML]N /PULL/ BLICKETt NOW OFFD2326
L..iGILAL CIRCLE, SIXTY5 OFFD2325 ....
':FAL IR_F, JOULE, MACH t f)FFO2326
X :'i; TAL, MIN_ MINR• PCUT t OFFD2327
x PuU1/, OFFD2528
1_i1:GCR BLADE, CCUNT OFFD2329
L 3_I CAL KFF, OK• RDFLO• OFFD2330
v,r_ST._R, TC=NE .... OFFDZ33 |_.__
l:wi i;bL R, RULE OFFD2332
("_L KOEL,KO__L? OFFD2333
;.._,,4V,tjN IV_ C r L:P,I OFFD2336
.... ),F:PMI 1) •RS(_Z)
....... .,_.)., .SOP.LB • 2-5J_=_SSI




...... ),CX_A( 3.1)•CXNEW(11) ,DA (10) •DELM(11 |•DEPV{32•L I ) •OF (20) •DFLOH(32/•FOFFO2337 ._
.LL._132 }, Fd_rl( 25 | ,FOUhU(ZOt 3• 10) tIREF (Z5•11 |•ITYPE {251 • MI:TAL(2) tMETOFFO233B
.HUE;( 2.5),MINI B, ;} },MINR {8,25l tNOUT(8t251 •MOUTRlB•25) •NINI 251 •NRAD|ZOFFD2339
•:'),qS(_5) •NSS( L5 )tNTC {25| _NTH(251 •NXI T(25| •OBAR(25 •I i) ,OFFD125| • PLlOFF023¢O
.... I-'Z'11 l,R |J 2_ 11) •RAD( B•25| _RADR(_ 2S| tRCURVE (32 till ,RH(32) _RINT( I.tOFFD2_41
,RSLOP[ (3;., 11 |,RULE(;>5 |•SHAPE(251 tS IXTY_(25 |_SOIB_ ZOFFO23/*2
e,25) •SSK (B• 251 •TERNG (J.l) •_IH(8 ,Z_) •THC (8 •25) •THCR( OFFD_._3_____
IITLE (361,TO{_,I1),TSTAT(11) •Xl._2 ) OFFD23_
OFFD23k5
-A, AA, AiLSAOt A 202A O, A_JAO,A_DkAO• AJC5A O,ANG _B _BB •CC •CENT tCM•CME AN• COFFD23_
•MEA.NP• CNZ•COKEC, COUNI•CP•CPI Z•CPI 3•CP I_•CP 15 •CPI6• CP02 tC POS•CPOkt COFFD23_7
, PC]_,_AMP• DCPt DEf.FLOzDF_CT• EMACHt EPI SON_ FACTM•G•GAHMEK_GA SK_GJ_ GR2• OFFD2J_8
..... _i,I_IGFL,HI PKES, i, IG•IGO, IOUTTR• IPASS•J •JJ_mJM_ JMX _JOULEtK •KI)EL_ KKt L, OFFD23k9
•LAST, L CI •LEVEL• L ST •LSTAGE •Mt MACH_ _4AXP TtMINPT _N •NBL ALTErNOAT At NL INES OFF D235[)=---
•, NSETS, NSPE EL)_NT UB ES •NXtNX 1• OFF• OK •PHI _PLOW• Q•RA•R AOl AN_ RDFLO_ REFt OFFD2B5I
•Rr!STAR,RMACH, S_ SOL I_• SPEEb•STOPt Tt TERNDtTHICKtTI ME tTOLAT tTOLCX•TOLtIFFD2352
LOSS FUNCTION
,MI N, IOLR, TONE,V, VM I,YES
CEAL LOSE
_EAL. M-SIC_E
C **_' OBAR CONTAINS THE
. SHGCK(XI= Q -V*ATAN(S(_RTIIX
_ X (X _-I.0)_(X +I.,0}11
_:K= ,TRUE,
..........i SIA= __M.AX_E(5, _'_0_1_l. _
. _ DO _GO |=ISTA,LSTAGE
C =*-_ BY-PASS tHIS CALCULATION FOR AN




AA= CX(l-l,J)**2 +CUiI-I,J)_*2 +CR(I-ltJ|**2
H= -AAIGJ
T= TG{I-1,J)


























L',;SS. - £FN SCURC' STAI'ENt-NI" ,- [_:N(SI -
:.. _LL. hA, _
f, _'_* ,_00 lJ+: .dq__L 5t*E._1/ rER_ FOR _ Rt]TOR
[_ [ t_,UI ,+'R ( I- ", ) . E ]. L% C I a.A= AA +RI)M(N)*R[I-I. tJ}4'(RPH(N)*R(I-LtJ)
-2.O*CU(I-L t J} }
*_* CCI.,IPt,qi-lfi_= P3LATIVE IAGSOLU[E FIR A SIA1.0RI VELUCII'Y
A;_ MACH Nb_4Iz.R
L.;4= S_KT(AAI
;+'t,t, rt= SORt.(,_/t/(,.;k2*GAM.,IbR*TSI"Af(J) I)
V= _QRT((EA,',I'4;:K ÷I.L})/(GAHNER-t. OII
*_ GET 3H;ICK ANGLE PARAMETER
,,= SLLN_-i (R(I-_,J),S_R(I,I-_),'_SII,I-4I,NSSII-4||
:'...IAL{_I = SLIN4{#( I-I,J),MINH( I,[-z+)tM[N{L,I-41 _NIN[I-4) J
._.-.I._L|l) = ATAi,_[T_N{MEIAL{III/_QKT[ I.,,0 +RSL:JPE ( [-L ,J|**,] )]
A= ._'TAL(i) +IRLF([-4,.J)
C *** CALCULATE IPE SHuCWC LOSS
.,U IF (mtACH.LT.I.L)) O0 ft, ?0
'.;=.J÷& -,_HUCK ( MAC _)
tO .]:'AR( I-,_,Jl: u.O
LHA(,H = ..0
d)= 0.1




IF {At_._(VMI|.Lt:.O.OOil (,U TO _0
L!t,_CH -= Vi4l,_2.0_ *E,_ACH
...... JQ CUbiT INlJt:
C_LL E?,F:UR(LZ)
;0 IF (MACH.EE.!.0) GU Tr! tOG
_HACH= _ACH_( ..0 *Er.",AC_)*(_.5
IF (I:M_CE.LE°_.u) bO TC_ 120
._.,t;10 110
_ . +.t.,C uI4ACh = ( EE%CH ÷MACH)*O.b
I_,'3 +_= ]. .,*(EA_4E.,, ÷1.(;)
b= ¢J, _*(C-AMM_R -l.O)
C_.= G.%MMF: _",I( G:_"II,' SR - l . £ )
.,_'3AK([-_,J)= ( 1.3 -((A*t.:MACH'+=I=fi) I
i (,..t, ÷b*E,4_,Ch**2)|
_ £ *'-CC :_;(..;,O_'GAM_-K
/ ( GAi'IMER ÷I.J)*EMACH*'=2 -DIAl*:=
:, (.,,.of( i.U -CA.'_ME_) ) )
b / (..',.) -...01('_,0 +t",* MACFI**2|
c *_:CC )
1"C :Lt,!,;[ INU u
A-+RS(t|_-.RH.|I.).........



























































L,]S:,. - _EN SOURL_ STATEMENT - IFNISI
051UZI6_
_._x, C_Z1 THE _ULIL)ITY
S)LIt)= 3LiNE(CC,SOr, iL,I-4) ,SUII,I-4}tNSII-_}}
IC |K(JTdg|i-'_J,,LI,O,G) GO TO 122
#='_ C{)_HUT_. TI-,E L",IFFUSII)N FACTOR
,-}FJ=O Z43,
OFFD2_,35





I..Pi,CT= ...O -SQRT ((CX( I ,J)**2 *CR( [,JlW'*2 +(RPMINI'I'R(I,J) -CU( I,J ) lOFFD2439
,Y _*EIIICM +(RPM(NI*(RII-/,J) -R{I,JI) +CU(I,JI -CUiI-I,J)I*I).5 UFF'O.?440
X /S,_L I;JICM UFFO_#4I
';.u I'U '-2_





*4'* ,'_[.;DTH_ PR'}FIL r- LOSS
_'bAR(I-4, JI= ORAi,,l(I-Z_,J) +LOSE(DFACT, CENT_BLADE(|-4)!
X t:._'.U*SUL |DICL)S ( AM IN I (BB, i. 22) )
__ _ C,EPV(I,J) = or.AR(I-4,J)





.. J.>O _:._F= R..F -MEIAL(I) -IRLF(I-k.,J)
_ '_f"= k EF*RA_J lAi_I
]F (F_EF,b,T.O.OI GL, TO !(:C




.-,5 IF (AA.GT,U.3AR|I-4,J)) AA=-3.0*OBAR(I-4-,J)
{'LIAR(I-4,J)= OBAIR( I-4,Jl +AA




W_',wwCALCULAT r= THE STATIC E-.NTHALPY MINUS THE TOTAL
_.NIHALPY
,-_= -[CX|I-±,Jl*_'2 +CP. II-I,JI**2 +CUII-I_JI**ZI/GJ
_= [C(I-I,J)
*_* GLr IH_ STA|IC TEMPERATURE
CALL ENTAL P
E--- IHF_.P,,_3IT )
*** CALCULATE THE STATIC PRESSURE AT THE ROTOR INLET






















































H= RPM(NI*RII-I,J)=IRPMINI*RII-I,JI -2.O*CU(I-I_JI I/GJ
f. ,_uLI.__ ENIhLP ..........
*** COMPUTE THE TOTAL RELATIVE PRESSURE
PRE_.= PO(I-ItJI*EXP((THERM3(TSTAT(J) I -BI/OCP|
H= _@M(NI**2*IR( I,Jl -W(i-ltJll*(l_(ltJI +R(I-ZtJI)/GJ
T= TST:_.T I J/
B= ThERM3IT)
C_LL ENT,_LP
*** COMPUfE TFE TOTAL IDEAL PRESSURE
P IUEA.L-.._P R_L *EXP(ITHERM3IISTATIJ|| -BI/OCP|
_u_ CALCULATE THE EXIT RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE
LOSS COEFFICIENT
P= P IDEAL-ABSICBAR|I-4,J|I*|P REL-P STAll
_I= tLPMINI_(I,J}*IRPM(N|*RII,J) -2.O*CUII,JII/GJ
.... T = TO( I,J ]
L._LL ENTALP
C *** COMPUTE NEW TOTAL PRESSURE AT ROTOR EXIT
__P= _PtJEXP_{tTJIE_} {I ].-I_ERM3I TSTATI J| I IIOCPI
_ _ GU TO 210
ZOO P= POll-l,J) -ABS(OdARII-4,JII_IP(]II-I_J) -P STAT)
210 C_hT |NUE
__ IF (ABSIIP-PO(ItJ})IP).GT,TULAT) CK= .FALSE,
_Q__P_U U_,JJ._=P_ ...................




POI I,J I=PO( I-I,J )
CON VE RGE NC E
..... GO TO 500
_ r) 5 _ J "_96 J=hNLINES
























































L _&U THb LIISS IIAIA t,I_'TL. Tli: FILL. OFFD0002
_.: .:.- l (. _L C [':CL[I, SIXTY5 CFFDOOJ ;
: -t-L 1_.'i:F, JCULt; _ M,_D-I, {l_:FI)39cJ'_
>, "L U1"3, L)P FOOi H}_
I;+T":.bLR bLtOE, CUUNT OF_DO:}97
l,:UlCC, L uFF, elK, RD_LIJI OFFO000_
;, r _TA,_, ll;_d QFFD,)OOo
Jta _, LL"R _ iLL OFFDC, O1U
r. '. L K)'-'L,,_ )rL,' FIFFOO01.1
' ..DIMON IVLCT,._I IIFFOGOL2
• =',Le _,_, ( ;-'-.'1,IL ), 4Tz_ _( 24, I i ), ri[1 A( 2 q, J l! •H_( 3; ) ,@LADE (:._5), P T (3,:) ,L. I _CI.r}FFOO01
_L(z: )'_U( _ I_'_)LIJ_(_'CP(_;" _•_$L_l_ _J•_)•_32•_ _ _'C_( _L_._FF_I ¢,
• I,LX, I'(" ! ),C_N=:,'( .1 I,L)AI lt),DELF(I_.ItO_-PV(3?,I]),OF |ZO) •ItI'L&_I -.-'|•Fi.It-FI/GJIh
.L_ 1,,( 3L )l FL_;_,,4| :)) ,FbU;,_l) ILLS, 2• /O| ,IKLF(25,J-I) •I TYPE ( _5 | •t'l'.. TAL{/I, METOFFOO015
.!i, _{iS|•MI',I{ 9,z'..;I,MINP,(3,25),('iqUT(B,25I•RCUTI'LI_I•?5! •NIN| _5)_NkAO(20FFfJO017
• " I ,N'-.( 5 J ,k SS ( ,_'-'_) ,,'_1C( dE ), NTH( .-.5) ,NX] T (T).5),OdAR lkb ,LJ ) ,_}FF _ [2":'l , P,,_,}FOOd L@
• { -_., Át _, -_ (.3P, 1._) _,F '_t) ( d, _._ } ,RADH (_e2b) •RCLIkV_ (32 ,._1 ) e RHI :_'_| _,t.' I NT ( I l OFFO0019
. ), ','_m_,- ), ,_, I 3 £ ), v,SLt;PL I _, , II )• ,-ULE (25 ) • SHI_ PE ( 25 ) •S IX ry,.:( ,-:5), S_( 6,2uFFDOQ20
• :..) , _)f-,_,I :>, 2._I , _S( e,-5) , SSR ( .R• _ ) • IcRMC( 11 ) • IH( 8 •_5 | •]'HC (_ •2')l • IHC_( OFFDOOZ1
• , , ; :-_), } rh' 15 _ ">_-) _ lI IL.L:|_'c ), IL,|]£, I i ), ISl'_l {'L[ ) • X i3Z ) _}FFDOO22
t.(._Cl_,t:% /SC_LA;_/ CFFDO02 }
.,_,_._,A,L, AG, 8.2.UZAIJ, A3U3AO,A4ci.,.AO,ASOSAO•ANG•B•BB•CC•CEN1,CM•CMEANeCOFFDC)OZ_
,,_ ANP, 2M :,CLL:KEC, _.OUN I, CP, C P I ;_,C PI 3,CP I'_• CP 15 ,C P| 6• CPO2 • C P{]._,CPU_, COFFDOO25
• _'_:5, L;,_MP, D..P, P.'-LFLO, DF ACT _ E_ACH, EPI SON•FACTM•G•GAMMER•GASK•GJ•GR2• OFF_O02b
.H,I-I_H,,_IP_E3,,I• IG, IGG•IDUIIR, IPASS_J•JJ•JM,JMI•JOULE,K, KJ.)EL_KK_L•OFFO0027
• L,wS T _L C I , LE V C L, L ST, L S I AG E, e,_,,_4AC H ,,MA){P T, M| NPT • N •NBL e,D-r',NL) AT 4,• NL I NE S OF F DO02B
., hSEIS,NSPE EJ,NIUBES• NX,,t,_XI ,{)FF •OK•PHI •PLOei• Q•RA•RADI AN• RDFLC• REF, E-}FFDOOZ9
.kESIAR, P.,'IAC.H, S, .SILLh-_ .SPt:Eb, S TOP• I• TERMD• THICK,TIME •TOLAT ,T O/CX,TOLOFFDO0_0
./-_Ih.,TQLG,IJNL,V,V41,YL-S
I EbO |5,9101Ib
9::) F_.,FHAT ( I. )
U[" 9.;0 I=_, I';
t_L t.!.)I _, 'J,::.5) ( ( CX |I_,,J ) ,K=I• 2t}} • J=i• _,)
9..0 v,qlTE ('_.} (ICXII(,JI,K=_.,:'O),J=I,3I


















OUT|. - EFN 5UU_CE STATEMENT - [FN(S) -
0 510ZI_,'I
_L_E,,L_'J[I=_E '}UTI OFFF)257._
C._;*vqt)N /GET !1/ _,UTOR(2_) OFFD2677
L JL.I(AL CIRCLE_ SIXTY5 I]FF0267_
,. t AL L_,r.F_ JI.)LLE • MACH t ,]FFD?6 T'l
X ,'.[ TALt PIN, MINRt MOUTv ;]FF{)26Hg
X ,_fJUI R OFFD26Q1
_q|EGE,-_ JEAOFt COb_T UFFD2 _A'_
L, blL_L I]FF_ 'JKt R,OFLC, OFFO2&Q3
r'.tST_ _, TUNE 0FF02686
I'4TEE__._ R_L_ OFFD2585
_'._L KDEL,K )EI.Z OFFD26,_/_
_ I, ,_IL_N IVr. F.Tr."<I I)FFD]6 _}7
• -_L_'MA{ _'?, I[ ),ArAb( _5, I L! ,_3ETA( 2'?, I I! ,liH[ 32) tt_LADE (_51 t Br [32.),C | RCL OFFO2&_(]
.L(_51,_.U( L-,II),CPCO(6),CR|JZ, II),CSLOPE(JZ_III,CU(}2,LII,CX(_2, II(JFFI)?6Bg
• I • C;<M( ]. t ) _CXNE, ( 1]. ) ,L)A ( 1 CI _DELM( .1.[ | eL)EPV( 32 _ 11 | ,UF (20) ,UFLUW( -_Z) eF OFF[)2690
,LL'H( 3L ), Fd,_MI 2}] ,FUUNU (ZC, :I,IOl _LREF( 25 _LI I , [ TYPE ( 2_J ) _ ME TALIZI _ MI-T [)FFD269 [
• _ll'D( L_} _MIN ( 8, 25 l, MINR | P._25) ,MIJUT (8,25) ,MI)OTR( R,t5 I ,NIN( 25| , NRAI)( ZOFFD2692
•_ ) ,,iS( 25 ) ,N SS l L5 l ,NTC I _ 51, NTH( 2.5l, NXI T ( 251 ,U3AR (25, I I ), (;FF I)(25 ), PC'(JFFDZ_g]
.(J2,1LI,R{3).,111 ,R_O(8,_SI,RAOR(_,25) _RCURVE{3_,I] l,RH(32),R[NT(IIOFF0269_
• |,!,i'M( LI,_SIJ;'I,R_LJPEI32,1iI_F_JLE[25),SH_PE(251,SIXTYS( 25|,SO(8,.:r.}FFD2E'95
• Jl_SUl_lS,ZS|,S5(8_ 25|_SSR(d=Zb)*TERMC(LIIeTH(8_ZS} ,IHCIB_25)_[HCf_(UFFU26'96
._,,;5),[HR(3,25},TIILEI_e|,TO(3Z,1[I,ISTATII[|_X(32| OFFD26";7
L L]._ MON /SCALAV./ CFFD?hr)8
.A, _ AICAC, AZO.A(}_ AJf] 3A3_ A_fJ_ O_ A505/_0_ ANG_8 _ B8 _CC ,CENT _ CM_CMEAN_CUFFD26'99
.MuANP, CM',C{JRZC,CU_NT,CP,CP| Z, CPI 3,CPI4,CP [ 5,CPIS,CPL_,¢ P()'_,CPI]_ C.(]FFOZ/03
. PUt, CAMP, £CP, 0ELFLL,UFACT, EMACH_ EP [ SON, F&C TM,G,GAP _,--R,GA SK,L_J, GR2_ OFFO270I
.h, hIGH, h IPR_-S, I, IG, IGO, IUUTTR, I P_ S S, J, J J, JM,JM[ ,JL]ULE, K, KL)EL, KK, L, OFFD27O2
=LAST_LCI, LEVEL,L ST,L_IAGE,My t4ACH= PAAP I ,MINP T,N,NBLADE_ NDATA, NL [ NESr]FFD2703
• ,NS¢I_,NSPEEL]_N!UBES_NX_NXI=(JFF,OK,PH[_PLOW_Q_RA,RAUIANyRDFL ],REF,OFFD_7C}_
okESTAK,RMALH, s,3CLID,SP_.EO,STE]P=I= [ERMD_THICK,TIME,TOLAT_TULCX_TOLOFFD2705
.M IN_ TdLR, TONE, V _ I,M |, YES OFFD2"tO6
(IFFD270 !
D[MENS ILIN OAY[21 0FF02708
• :._ACH= IO0•O=_PMIN]ISPEED 0FF02709
IF (LEVEL,EQ,I| O_J 10 1(; C]FFD27_O
..... GU_ [C 50 ..... OFF_3271|.
CO I_ITE (_,20| M_CH, FLGW(LSTAGE|_ A, AA, CC OFFO2712
_0 FUF.MAT !FI_.I,FI(.3,FII.3,FXT, 3tF20.3| OFFD27I_
G_} TO 50 OFFD27I_
EtiI RY hEAD L1FFf)27 L5
tALL OATE[ £AY| OFFO_T 16
. WRITE (6,_01 TITLE, DAY. .......... rJFF02717
,0 F'JFMAT (11'-1 II! II2_X_2A(_I} IILO2_ZA4 I/ OFFD27I@
X _X [OItPERCENT UF 5X 91tMASS FLUW 4X IOHEFF[CIENCY _X OFFD27Ig
X 14HTtJTAL P,_ESSURF_ QX ITHIUTAL T_]MPERATURE / (]FFF)2720
X 6X I21_OESIGN SPEED EX /_HRATE PSX 5HRAI[O l.SX 5HRAT[O / (]FFD2721
X 22X 3H|L_/SEC| I/l/! OFFD2732
...... _C_ KE [UR_ ....................... 0FF02723
ENO _FFO272_
B-48
OUT_o - EFN 30URC_ STATEMENT - IFNIS) -
.)_ bRL3U _ INE JU12 .............. OFFD272b
CCt_MON I_ET IT/ _{JTUR(20} (}FFD2727
L Jt_ ILAL CIRCL_ SIXTY5 CIFFO2728
LAL I_EFt JOULEt MACH t OFFD27
X "IfTAL _ qlNt MINRt I=!]UT • 0FF02733
. X ._{_U TR _)FFD273[
INTEGEA -BLADE= ................. c-oUN T FJFF D2.732
LLJGICAL rjFFt {3Kt R{)F L{]I OFFD2733
X _ESTA_y TONE OFFD2734
IN1 F(aE% RULE 0FF92735
RE_L KOEL,KDEL2 OFFO273f>
. t-JJ HMOS_ / VE C J'O_ / ....... OFFD2737
o ALPHAI2_, 11 |,ATAH( 25, tL | t BETA( 29_ ] I} t 8H(3Z) ,BLAI)E ( 25| ,BT (32! ,C l RCLOFFO2738
• E(2.SJ,CUf32=L1)vCPC.G!(_)_CP(32, L].)_CSLOPE(32tZt) tCU(32_lIItCX(3Zt LLO_FC)273_
• ),CXM|IlI,CXNE_{ tIItDAIIGI_DELMIIlItDEPV{3ZtLI},OF |20) _DFLllIWi-_2I_FOFFD?.7_O
•LU_f32I,FORPIIZ_),FDUND(ZO•3•lOI,IREF(25•II)_ITYPE(251•METAL(21•_ETtlFF0_-7_I
• HC_t 2.:_) •MIN( 8• 25 )_MINR [ _25) _MUUT[ Bt 25| tf_OUTR(_ _2_ ) _NIN( 251 _N_At)( ZUFFD27__




. _P,Z5 ), thinlY• 2_), T| ILE (3_) _ TO(3Z_11 )_ TSTAT(11) •X(37 | 0FF027_7
LUP,.M[:]N /SCALAP,] OFFD2748
__--= A. A.A _A LU_, C_ A2JJ2AU= A3Q_AO•A_U_A _ _A5 EI_,A 0 • ANG _ 8 _ BB •CC _C ENT _ ERr C _tEAN _C r_F FD 2 7z',.q
• MEANP• CM2,C(_REC, COUNT •CP•CPL ,;• CPI 3=CP I¢=CPI 5=CP I6 • CP02 _C PO3 e CPO_•COFFD2750
. FU_ _ DAP_P, L'CP_ DELFLO_ DFACT • EMACHtE PI SON•FAC TM _G •GA_*_R •G_ SK •GJ _ GR2_ 0FFO2751
oH, hIGH•HIPR_S,I= IG•IGOslEJUTTR_IPASSsJ•JJ•JM_JMI•JOULE•KtKDEL_KK•L•OFFD2752
_,LAST •LC }.= LEVEL, L ST, LSTAGE_ M_ RACH= I_AXP 1 ,H|NPT tN •NBL ADE_ NDAT A_ NL | NESOFFO2753
=•_S_I S •NSPEED_NTUL_ES•NX=NXI= _FF=OK•PH | _PLOW•Q•RA_RADIAN_ RDFLO_ REFt OFF02754
__ . - R.E_IAR,.R._ _H_,-S, _S_ Q_SP E EQt.S.I.QP_j_I= TERRD=TH[CK_ I I ME _TOLAT _T OLCX _ l OLOFFO2T55
.MIN_ I(JLEe lONEr V• VMI_ YES OFFD2756
L'IMEN_IUN TERmini 11)tTERMI(11I OFFD2757
WRITE (_,5) TITLE OFF02758






















,JUT:. - EFN SOURC_ STATEMENT - [FN(S|
|;;IAC = "INT(NLIN-E_)-RINT{_)
bALL INTFU, IC,', J)
UUI= (_INTINL[NES) -RINT(LI)/rQTAL
ZALL [_ EEG (RCURVEt ].|
f E.UT= (P,[NT(NL[NES) -R[NT|L))ITOIAL
A&-- I) 'JIjT/PO( |_ ] |
CC= f ,JUllfO|_o'. )
[_- (ROT:]_{II-4).LT.O.O| GQ TU 20
P LAST= P IN
f LAST: T IN
_L] bo: P OUT/P LAST
C_= T oUrlT LAST
IN: P gOT
1 ['t= 1r !Jbt-
C_LL TPLPLu, 2(BS,T CUT=T LAST|
EFF= 0.0
IF (TIi'_I,E_,TLA_TI GO TO 2_
EFF = (THERMI([ OUT) -TPERMI(T LAST/)
X _ IITI'Eia, MIIT I_i I -TYlEMML(T. L4SIII
zg L_NT INLIE
:-ALL ThE],'iZ(AAe T OUTs T(JI
.g= O.0
IF (TI_.:_.TG(I.L)) Gb T[3 28
A= (TtIERMI( T UUT I -CM2}
._ X_ IITHERMItT_[N I .-EMZI .......
Zd CLNT INUF_
W_"ITE (b,20) l= ED, AAo CMe CC, EFF'o A. FLOH(I}
30 FORMAT (15, FIZ. 3, 5F17.3, F14.3 )
LOO CCITT INUE
H= EP.H|N I/SPEED
.... i=EJ T It.._ [ h ,, 4d..I _. J-L ................







































,_JT 3 ° _FN SOU_'2 SIAT_:MEN1 - IFN(S| -
L.'M_40'_ /GET 1[/





L .C IC ._I
()FFD2dI6
,<U TU_. ( 29| OFFD2@ 17
S IXT¥ 5 OFFO2@ IB
IF. _F, JOULE, M_(:H • CF_O28 !9
p!_, M[NR t MCL!T • _IFFD3(] _0
OFFD_3 :'L
• CUUNT FJFFI_?_ :'?
LEFt [)Kt Rt)FLEt I]FFD2R 2._
I(.]Nt OFFD2_. Z4
(IF FI.)2 H 2'_
OF FI]2F)26
_:_ _,_C i IV _CT,])I t_FFD2RZ7
,I:(:':;),,...?.(J:,i:)eCFCC(_-ItCPI_,2_J.L) ,CSLOPE(._2tI1) _CU(32.ILItCX(JJ_IL(]FFO_2 ')
,L,'_(.]2),F;_| 2_),FbUNI)(ZC_.IO)IIREF(25eII)_IIYPE(Z_)•MEIAL(21tM/I(IFFD28JI
.H,_(2$I_MIN(8,2- =IIM[Np(8125)•MOUT(B•ZSI_MOUTRIRtZ'_)'NIN(2"SItNRAO(2oFFD28_2
,,..,} ._=S(/5 ) _N Sa (._) e NTC I Z5 ) eNTr_( ". 5) e NX[ T (Z5) •OBAR I_ 51L I ! =,OFFD( .'5 I _ P'I(]FFD28_3
,!,EPP( II,F S( j_ItV,..SL'JPE (-:ZI J.L )t?.ULEI25 ) ISHAPEI25) ,S IXIYSI ZS )_'SOIB,2LIFFD2B-_5
°:_),SEr_[._,;.5 )153(_,2_!eS3Plo_LS) ITERMCIIL) ITH|B,25) •THC(@t351•IrlCR(OFFD2836
,_,_._),TH._IdI2=)•TITLE(_),T..)(_ZIIII_TSIA'I|LII_X(_Z) q_FO2837
LUM_tG!w /SCALAr/ OFFD2B38
°_, AA,A LUA_, A._0ZAU, _U _AO_AQ0_AO,A5_.3A0_ ANG ,i_,@@ _CC ,CENT _ CM_CML AN_ COFFD2@ 3g
°MEANPI CML,CORcC e C[2UNT =CF,CPI Z,CPI 3_CPI_,CPI 5=CPlO _ CPO2 tC PO3.CPO_COFFU2840
, _:C5, _.A._, _C P, UELFLC:,'.}FACT, EMACH1;PI SOI_tFAC TM=G,GAMMEReGA SKIGJ, GR2t OFFD2P/*I
,h, _iI_h, HIPk E3, I, Iul IGO, ICUTI R, I P._SS.J • JJ_JM_JMI _ JOULE _. KL)EL ,KK,L_
. LAST 1LC_• LEV;L,L 3T, LST_GE,M_ MACHIMAXPTIMI NPT.N INBL 40E_ NOAI A_ NLINE$
,,,'¢SE I 3,NSPEEO.NTU_qES,NXINXI_ OFF ItlK_PHI •PLO_d_QtRA,RADIAN_ RDFLOt REF_
.,r_E._STAP.,R.MACH, _, SULIU, SP_EEL)iSI_PI T, TEI_MD.THICK_ TIME ITOLAT _TOLCX _ T(JL
,M IN, TL]LH., TCN,-,V,_M I,Y[5
C IMENS [C'_ 3TALL(,.), STAL(2)
bIME_.,:_[3,% IF_,MA{ 11)
L _IA _LANR, STAL / _H _ _F1 STY, 4.HLLED #





b, -_ 2.0 J-=-I,:ILINE$
C_MIJ)= TOt I-i,J) .......
TE,:_I( J I= P_(I-L,J)
CALL THLRMZIPC[ IIJ)/PEI ]-1, J), T,T(.I I-1 t J) )
,<[._T(J) = T_EI_Mi(lO(I,J)) -THERMZITE[I-I,J) )
.:0 >TAR(I-_,J)= (THERMI(TI -IHERMLIT(}(I-I,JI))/RINT(J)
GO TO 40
_0 GO ._9 J=_NLIJ_S .................
IF IR. INTIJI._-Q.O.OI GO TO _5
CALL THERM 2| Pb| I, J|/TERMI | J), I,CXM| J| |
AIARi|-,*,Ji-- {IflEF, MLIT)-IHERM].{CXM(J)))/RINIiJ)
._ _IARJI-_,J!= (PCII-L,J)-POII,J))IPOII,JI







































_ ; 5OJ [=I, NX
halrE (_ ,301 OAY,TITLE
IF I I.LI".5.On.I.GT.LSTAL_E) GO TO lEO
IF (ROTL_R(I-_}I /00_ilC, I20
I_= IS +!
4_'ITF (_ ,SZ} IS
_:_! TO 125
!h= IR + i
V,RIIE (o ,_DJ
'.-_ITE (_; ,56)
!]LJ IbO J=I, NLINES, IOUTTR
A= CXII,JI**2 +CRII,J|**2 +CU(L,3I**2
rl= - A/L,J




4= S_;RT ( A}
_= I.,PM{N l *rL( I, J }
SIATEMENT - IFN(S| -




IF (ROrURII-_I,GI.O.C) CXMlJl= EMACH
.... i-_O WKIIE I6 ,=58) . J,RII.JI= CXll=J}= CU(I,JI, CR(I,JI, A, MilCH,
X V, E4ACI', B
WPITE (o ,_0)
- Wc_,IfE (o ,55)
IF (I.LI.5.UI_.I.GT.LSTAGE| GO TO 153
IF (PU[ORII-4).NE.O.O) GU TO 155
___ .L._B_W_.ITE l'..,,b6 I _..
G,J TO :'!O
IJ5 WRITE ({:, ,6ZI
£0 180 J=I, NLINES. IOUTTR
ARC= (K( I,JI ÷R(I-1,JII*(,5
RINTIJI= SLINEIAHG .SORII, I-_.IISOII,I-@I,NSII-4II
_ . ._M.ETALIII=SLINEIRII:-I,JI,MI_NRII-I-'_I,MINII_I-_.I,NINII-_.li





....... IE tL_BAR{.I-@,JI.GE.O,,OJ _GO_iI&__7 _
STALLI I)= STALII)
._TALL{ 2. ) = $TALIZI
137 CE,tT INUE
UBAR( I-_, J)= ABS (OBARI |-(, J| )
CM= DEPV ( I, J |
....... .OF__LPJ.II_R (L_- _ I. G I.,.Q,,.Ql_ _ GO_Ifl l&O ......

























































0U1_. - EFN $UURCE STATEMENT - IFNISI
05102168
x )
CeZ=S_RT(CX(l,J)__,Z.+Ckll_j)e_2 ÷(RPM(NI*R(IvJI -CUII,J) )**2|
3_= RPMINI*IR(I-1. J) -R(IeJ)I ÷CUII,J) -CUII-I,J|
CC= _[TA[ l-l_J) -METAL(1)
1-'5 CL.= (.L,*;RAC1AI,_
_'LTALI I) = METAL{ ])*RAOIAN
i_<EF(I-4,J)= IREF(I-_,J)*RADIAN
bFAL_|= )..0 - CM_/AA +0,5*BB/RINT(JI/AA
• _u v.RIFE (,. ,54)J,i;FA{.T,ObAR(l-4, JItSIALLtCM,ATARII-4,J) jMETALI).It
X CC, I_,_-FII-q,J)I A, B
Z_'J _,;-,ITL (._ ,55)
h-'ITE 15 ,6_)
_.iO CL'N1 INU_ c
]C 26U J=J=NLINEStIbUT[R.
PSTAI= Pb(I,J)*L._P((THIFKM31TSTAT(J)| -IHERM3{TCII,J) I//OCP)
IF (I.L1.5._P,.I.GT.LSTAGE) GO TO 215
IF (_,OT[_R(I-6i.NL.G.O) GO TO ZZO
LJ.f: CU_T INU;-
_KITE (b ,70) J, ]C'(I,J}, PO(l,J), TSTATIJI, PSTAT
--- GL] T_ 2"_d
>'20 LONT INU_
AKG= (Ell. J) ÷K(I-I,,J) )*C. 5
IrlICK= SLINEIAILG , lhCR(lel-4),IHClltl-6)pNTC(I-_))
_J-- SLINt:iRI I-I,JI, IHRII,I-4I,TH(I,I-4I,NTH(I-4I)
rF-IAL(2)= :_LIN_IHII,J),MUUTR(I,I-_),MOUT(I,I-6),NXIT(I-4,))
...... ._I_-IAL(2)= AIAN(IANIMETALI2J)I._IKI( 1,0 +RSLOPEII, Jl**2))
_= ALPHA( I, J)
IF (RUIORII-4I.GT.(J.O) B= BETAII,JI
_= (B-METALILI)*P.AOIAN
- M_IALI21= M;TAL( 2)*RAD|AN
WRITE 16 BTO) J, lOll,J), POII,J)t TSTAT(JI, PSTAT ,RINTIJI,
.... X THICK, _,. METAL(_), 8 ....
240 C_;NI INUE
IF I I-LT.5.0R.I.GT.LSTAGEI GO TO 245
IF IRCTOR(I-@I.NE.O.O) GO TO 300
.2t5 CUNT INUE
WRITE (6 ,TZ)
.GU TO 310. _






C,_=_d,{T(CX(I,J)_2 +CI_(I,J)**2 _tGUll,J)**2) OFFD29Z7
bH= CU(I-I,J) -C_([.d) UFFO292B
CC= (ALPHA(I-_l_J) -MffT_L(1)) OFFO292q




F_BMAI [II-i IILX 2.A41(24X 12A6111)
FURMAT |6X 15HSTATGR EXIT NO. l_lll
FL,'kMAI .K_.._. IlltSTAI_I_N .N(J.,, -.13-!/..} ........
FJkMAT |IX I}.9(IE.]I
FJI_MAT (18H .S.L. STREAMLINE 4X ?HAXIAL VEL 4X 9HWHIRL VEL 4X
X .OfIRA3IAL VEL 4X 7HABS VEL 5X BHABS MACH 6X 7HREL VEL 6X
). VHREL MACH 5X -_F.WHEEL . /
X _H ,NO. 3X IOH_CADIUS IN. 4X 8H(FI/SECI 5X 8HIFT/SEC) 6.X
.IH|FT_/3FCI 3X BJ-,LF3JSECI =_Sg__btl_/L _X BHIFTISEC) 7X GHNUMBER





















































OUT]. - _FN SOURCE STATEMENT - IFNIS) -
, ( I'.,_AT (:)X 9H_OTCR Nl.]i 13v 6H F.XIT. I/}
')3 FJR;4AT (21_ . IZ, FL3.2, 4F13.1, F12.3, Fl/.it F13. _', FIL.I, _;_
._d F_)I._AT (2F . 117X IH-]
• _'._r'_M_[ ( I(H .S.L. DIFFUSION _.X _HLOSS 9X @HREF L6$S 5X
X ._IhADIABATIC , INLEI BLADE INCIDENCE REFERENCE AB$ FI__JW
X -_ _JHREL FLOW. I
X bH .NO. 4X 6FFACIO_ 5X _IHCCEFFICIENI _X 11HCOEFFICIEN[ 3X
L.'._ "_hEFFICIENCY . _GLE (OEG| 15X 9HINCIUENCE 3X RflAMJLE IN 3X
X 'sF.ANGLE IN. I :F . 58X ill. 58X IH.I
}_ F;_F.4AT (2F . 12_ FI0.37 F|3°3t _A"*t FT.3tFI_..._, 4X IH. F8.."1,













_e F,_FMAT ( elH .S.L. TOTAL TEMP TOTAL PRES STATIC TE.'4P STATIC OFFD2q94
_l,x_; S . / f]FF029'-)5
X Lh • 6X ZZNOEG F,ANKINE LJ/SQ IN. 4X 2?HOEG RANKINE LU/SQ IN. [_FFF)2996
X . / 2H . 58X LH. I OFFO2q97
-.B FCRMAT ( 8/H .S.L. I£_TAL TEMP TOTAL PRES STAIIC TEMP STATIC OFFO2q9_
XFRE5 o i_LIL) IIY TIIICKNESS 6X _HTHROAT . EXIT PLAD_ DEVIATIfINOFFI)2 r)gq
X . /
LP. ,. 6X 2ZHD_ fKANKINE LB/SO IN. /,X 27HUEG RANK[NE LB/SQ IN.
X . IZX 81_TO CrlURL) 5X 3_HSPACING . ANGLE OEG AtH_LE DEG ° /
2H . 58X IH. 33X III. 24_X IH. )
7G FU_';4AT I2k . II_ FIZ.I_ FI2.3t Ft'.To F£3.3_ 5_ IH. F8.3_ F£I.3,
X FI_.2, _H . Fg.2, F12..2_ Z*H • )
IV Ft]E;_AT (IX 3C}IIH.ll












OUTP, - EFh _3Ui_,(.,E $I ATEMENT - |F'N( Si -
_ _Ji_l_CU T IN I_ OUTPUT
L ut: |C_l_ C IRCI. I=, _,[XIY 5









• "LP_[ZJ•I!I,ATA_( 25, 11)•dETA(Zg•lXI•BH(321 •BLADE(-_b),BI (bZl •LIRCL
.=! _5) • _Li( _ • i i )•r-PCU( E)•CR (/_-'•LLI ,CSLOPE(32•II ] •CU 133• L.t ), CXl_Z• it




.l_,:, 11 l, -_,lt?.._ j._] ,I',AD [_I.,2Z_=) ,RALI_ [,l__ZS! = RGUR VE [3Z ,] ]
.|,_P._.{ _J,_S(32)•_LOPE(3_-•II I=_ULE{ZS|•SHAPE(Zb|,S

















...... _EATA= NEAT_ _I
_ _U TC [3U•ZU,_dJ, LEVEL
• _U LALL OUT
_= L&LL GUT
........ _ L_LL OUT I ...................
_TUKN
=NO
I tNl N( Z5 | t NkADI ? fIFFD2652
• | 11 ,(IFFI_(Z51 • P,._OFFO2653
I •P,H I -'. Z| _ k[ NT ( 1 L OFF L]Z65_.
[£I¥5{ 25 I •Sd(3•2OFFO2655




. _=_P, CM_ ,/=L1K_C_UNT _(LP_ CP JJ._CP L2. •F=P | _ CP 15 •C P| 6 • CPCZ _C PO3• CPU_ •CUFF D2660
.PC_, _AMP • DE P , _EL FLU•DFACT , EMAC H•EP | S,U_ F _C TM• G•GAMMER _GA$k •GJ, GR2 • OFFU2661
.H,E!GH,,1PRE3,1, ]G,IGO•|CUTTR,[PASS,J•JJ•JM,JM1,JO_LE•_•KDEL•KK, L•OFFO2662













P,I_. - EFN S OUI_ (.. '-." STATEMENT - IFNISI -
_.JC :_UU f OWE P,4FI f!. FIFFU'_538
C ,_HON /GET [I/ WL_TrjRI2"_I L)FFn,:53"/
_J_':4C_ IFbLL/ BUCKET, NC_ UFFG2_')
L,.';,ICAL CI t,;L_, $IxlY5 NFFf)Z_4i
:: c PL i_ LF , JO UL F I i14_C H I ( If f _ _ c 4 ;"
_I wl'l_Li MINI lINll MENU[ , {IPF02_i-_
X ,"b U Tit l)('- F 1)2 b 4_.
l'wT EGE._ 6L_OE, L _IUN I nFFD2565
t.2G IC_C UFFt UKi RDF LC, Of FI]25 it6
X '_ES T_, :_e IIDNE Uf-F {),_56 i'
l:iT._G --R RL'LE OFFU25_
RE_L KOELtK UEL2 UF FO256q
_ jblelUl'l / VP_C [,Gt41 OffO2550
..iL_HA( i;, ILtiATA,II-_b,LL),gETAIZ'),LII,BrIITZI,BLADEI25ii_TIJ21,ClPCLOIFDtS'll
.:lZSI,C.JI3Z,I£1,CPCOI(I,CRI].'iIIIiCSLgPEi#?iEIi,CUI32ill iiIDX( 12t IiOFFLIz552
• I,CXM( It i,CXNE4i IIItDA(LC)IDELM(I"LI,DEoVI)2,11) IDF IZ(J) tUFLOW( t2iiFUFFD2553
.LLLW l 32J, FOIl4 { _-}I ,FOUNL) ( 2{.t 5t IC ) tl PEP l Z._ t` II | t I lYPE 125 ) i ME TALl 2 i i M1 ! UFFD25511
.;4._Ol ZSI ,MINl _ll _J II M INR I ._,Z 51 ,._OUT l 8,2 5 ) ,MOUTRI B t25 ) ,NI N( L5 ), NHAUI 2 l'IFFD2555
.Si,.I${/_5I,NS$1_'SI_'_ITCIL- _I,NTHI25)iNXII(251 iOBARIZ5,1L),t_FFt)I25)iPOOFFD255b
• 1!_, 11),.4(3Zi 11) ,RAL_(_,2,_) tRAVel( _,25| ,RCUliVEITXIIIIIRHIJ_IiHINTILLOFI'D?5_7
• I ,kVPI £ I, R$ I 3_ ) ,tiSLi.,P( I :,..:, ll I,R:JLEI75 I , SHAPE I,:_ !, S IXTY$ I 2_> t ,SU( q, 70FFD2558
,Jl , ${R(_ ,2j | iS$ I _, 251 , SS_( _, ;51 , IFRMC1111 , THIS,Cf I ,lt'_ I B ,; _ I, I HC_I OFI- IJ2r" 511
.......... : llL_l iTHI4 I__ li5 I ,T1 TLE I 76 i, TC I DZ I i 1 i t TSTATI ! l I , XI_Z I IIFF1")2560
COMMON /SCALAItJ OFf'L)2561
t _,AAIA IO_CI A_)O2AOi A JiJ ]Af), A_ _l_Ji A__OSA(_ i ANG lll:l i B B tCC tCENT i CM,CNE AN, CDFFD2562
. _EANP, CMLtCJREC ,CDk;NT ,CP ,CPI !, CPI 3 tCP IA,CP I5 tCPI(" t CPOZ ,C Pl)_i CPU@, COFFD2563
._)£, DI_P t £C P, DELFLO,DF_C T, EMA(.H,EP[ SON,FAC TM,G,GAM'_R _GASK_ G J, GR2, OFFD256N
,Hi i_I_H, M IPKESt I, IG, IG(_, IGUTTRI IP_SSiJ ,JJ,JM, JMI , JCULE, Ki KDELiKK, L, OFFD?565
....... LASIIILCI t LF VrL =LST, L S T_It;E, M, MACH, MAXP T,MINPT iN ,NBLADEI NDAT A, NL I N_SI.iFFD250()
.,NSFTS iN.>PEEOiNTI_B_S,NX ,NX IiOFf",OKtPH I,PLOW, Q,RA,RAL)I ANi ROFLOi RE#', OFFD2567
,R<. _ TAR, RmAC.H,.i,I SOL lot SPE'_O, S TOP, It TEM MI.] t THICKt TIME ,TOLAT ,T ULCX, TOLOFFD256B
.M IN, T3LR, TGNF:.,V,IM I, YE S
ISTA=' MAXG(5,:IOWi
OO _.00 I=lSi_,'iX
_ _ IF (I,_T,I-_TAGC_} GL' TC EC
IF lk_ORll-Al) _0,80,10
_3 rjl_ _0 J=ItNLIN_S
C CALCulATE THc_ TEMPERATURE
C P,C TCR.
C'JiliJI- RPM(II*RI I,Jl -SQRTI
x II,JIL
H= PPMKi_I*(R( I _ JilCU( I, J )
r-- TOi I-i,J l
t;_LL ENT_LP
DO TOil,JR = TSTAT(JI
,..,0 TO iO(]
____. 50 b,. cO J=L,_ILINI:__
L .....
AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITY FOP A
CX(ltJl*Wi2 ÷CR(I,JiiI2|I'TANI BFTA
-RII-ItJ|iCUiI-I,JIIi2.O/GJ
CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITY FUR A
STATOf+.
t.t;(I,J)-- S_,RTI CXII,j)i*2 ÷CR(I,J)II'2)*TANIALPI_AII,J))
T.;( I,J)= TLil I-_, J|
L-= TC '_0_)
i.,ti go J=.,..iNLINE_
T_( /,J|= TOl l-l,J)






































_'d. rFN SUURC !: '} IATcM_NT - IFN |'_I -
,.,i ,-.(xJ r [_,':- P,(I,:IT.. .,FFOISg4
t-JFFOI _.95
_L;4,,tC,\! /bET IT/ <LTbHI;:;/I ()FF,JI?.g('-
I:..t.,_CN /FbLL/ olJC. KEr, NOw 'fFI)]_7
I_;.t. [CAL C [ _',;L--., .-[XTY) ('_ F_'t+4 _-_
...zL l.;cl;t JOLLE, hACHt OFF,jib-+-)
X , , r'_L, PIN, MINR, _E'Ul , fiFF()I(_O0
_. ,el J|a uFF_)I'g(JI
L'. I _C- TR ¢ L._DE, COLNT LJFPO[qO2
l.' _,[C_L bl': F, ilK, q_)F 1 C, I!FFOlgO$
x _L aT,_,, l!..,h,h (_FFI]]._O 'r"
,_l K_]_L,_O_LI Ofl::()lgO0
L., "_C'i I_,.:,:rQ'_,/ ctFfqlgO/
._(_S),CL?( _',III,CPC_3( _],CRIJ._, LII,CSLOP-_I>],III ,CUI_2,1L I,(.X(3__, it_rFF_I_,)9
• ) , L_(m( _. i ) ,C XNc,_ ( IJ. ) ,L)A ¢ J.C I ,i_ [:I. M( ].J. | _OLPV( _d , J. _ ) _CF |20) ,OFLUW ( _,2 l _I- 3FFO it., [O
• l,;,_( 32 }, r _ q(_.--) ,PbU:qC { ZC, a, [o) , [ REF 1 25, L_ ) , I FYPF ! "_ l, ME TAL | d I , .4i-T f3FFlJig [ ]
.,_._t.*( ?5) ,*4 [N( _,.Z!} ),M[NR( _,25} ,Y,I;UT(6,)._I,MOUTliI(8,.' ),I_IN{ _,l, _l_lll)( _)QFFOIqI2
.: I,NS( _5),N$$( 251,NT(.|!5|tNTH(?.61 ,NXITI2g) _QBARI':_,LL| _LIFFOI2rq|,P'JOI'FD|'#I_
• i 3., il ), _ (32_, li I ,._ .+_t3( _, ZS) tR &O_ I ".J, 25) ,_CURVE lid ,t 1 I , PJ'Il .t2t , RI'_IT I L t OkPOtg I++
,I,_PWI±|,IK3(J_I,RoLUP,-I.)Z,/I|,RULEI.'5|,SH&PE(251,SIXTfSI251,3']lS, _UFFL)L91"
• >l, SU:_ I _ .Z_S }, SS( _, ._'. I, SS_,{ _, Z'-', I, rc r,_c I • l I, rHla ,z51 ,fac la ,z51, IHCHI OFFE)I9 |5
.3,,_il, rH_(_,2[! , TIfi..-- I {O),TLI(-_/,II I,ISTATILLI,X(32 1 OFF')[g[7
_._; _'i4Gf'_ / SC "),LAI< / OFFOLg[_
• ,'_'!_,WP,'3M _,CJRIC, CbUPq I',CP,CP [ 2, CPI _,CP I++,CP [ 5,CPl.), CPO2,C PG3,CPU4, COI-FOI920
.H .,: , d& qP, P._P, OELFLt], CF_+C [, _4ACH, EPIS_P-,F&C rM,G,G_M_ER,G._ SK,c,J, GR2, OFFDI92I
.:4,I-I,3H,HIp_E.;, [, [C,,[GGtICUTTR, IPASS,J,JJ,JM,JMt,J,:'ULE,K,_)PL,_K,1,OFFrILgZ2
.L _gT_LCL_L-_L_L_L3T_L_TA_'_H_t_XPT•_'4_T_N_N_LA_E_NDAT_NL_NE_FF'_92_
•, _3 "-TS ,NSPE E.), NT LBk3, hX tNX I,OF F, ,;K ,PH [, #LC-t &_,q A, R AD 14."__ ROFLI;, REF, OFFOIq __4
• r+',_STAR, ._;_AC H, _, SIIL LI_,SPEED, _TIsP, T, TER.WP, TH[CK, f I m_ ,TOt.A/tf L{lCX ,TI)LUFFDlO25
.M IN, f 3LR, T']NE,V t V_4I, YES OFFDI9 Z6
_3
OFFDIq27
t - SP-:_,: P.-U OFFOt92B
- _P-_o _-} 0FF,')1929
: - SIJCT[,)N _,U6cF&CE OFFDIg_O
_" - TA<_L_. [_'PUT OFFDIq3[
:]K= .TKU_. OFFD|912
!;,J LO J=2.NT,JUca 0FF019-t$
{.ALL X_JEP, Iv ( R,R, SLOP_ } OFF Dig 3_1
bJ J. J=I,I%LIN___ OFFrjtq15
,_LPei_x| .'<-,J )= 0.O OFFDIQ35
_T&(4,J )= ATA{_I'_PM(N)_'RI@,JI/CXI_J)) 'JFFF)Lg3Z
L:;T_,= .4,-%Xj[ 5,N,JW | ,IFFOIqt_,
uU _0 J=..,,..NLLN_S (]FFII19_O
CR ( _ ,d l= C_ ( i, J I +'R_LGPE ( I ,Jl rJFFDL,}6[
*** CALCUL."r_ '_L,_OE PR3P._RTIES UFFJI962
[- (nurur((l-<+)._._,O,OI GIJ TO #¢ ']FFDI9_
._CI ALl : l= SL [ ,_ r_ ( R ( [--Z, d ) , +4[ N K ( L , [ -- _ I ,MINI l ' I--kl 'hi N( ]--4'1 ) '.lF FO lq_l'
:*>TALl t)= ATAj,.(TANI_,;TALII )IISGRT( L.O _P.SLOPEII-L ,J|l,l,2 )1 IJI-FOI_,@5
"_r: 1"'/Ik { --) "= SL [NE(R ( I, J I ,MOUTP ( 1, [-6I,MOUrII,,I-4I,NX IT( l-_ l ) OFFD lq't_
,._r.TAL(_)= ArAi_(TAN(.4LT_L(ZI)ISQ_T| L.C 4.RSLOPEIIt J14,4_Z)) (JFF{)[_++7
A= .{ll,Jl +- R(I-I,J) ()FFOtg4R
B-56







t,l_H-- (,:5(I | + _S([-II - AI/I_S(II+RSII-tI-RItIII-NItII-L|I
_ :I.[C= 3L ih-_ ( _t SOR ( it 1-61 ,SU(L t I-4) ,N$I [-41 )
/ hICk,= 3L 1;_ I -_t IHCR ( 1, I-_l trttc ( l, 1-41 .N fC( i-4l I
*** CALCULAf(. At_SCLUTC VL:LOCITY
V:- (.X( I- tJl**.: _ C'Jll-ltJ|**2 + C_(l-ltJ;*=_
L_.F_= d._--I,_( [- i _J }
J'; (_;Jl_,r_{l-'4}.C_l.C.O} Gt] TU 1i3
_.';_: ALPHt[ [-_tJ }
)= V
*W,_ CAL_UL_T_ kL.LAIIVE VELC.JCITY
_= CX( l-LtJ)#*? 4(,<PMINI*K(I-I,JI -CUil-ltJl)**2 *CRil-ltJ|**2
**_' CCMPUTE R_LATIVE _ACH NU,q3ER
_= -V/';J
1= TC( I- _J )
tALL ,_NT ALP
CALL G_ ,_
I. M_CH= S d ET ( ._/{ _',,",2.*'.;z.,,m _E K.* T S 1> T ( J | I I
,=_u_ C&LCdLAIL _EF_R_.NCP INCIDENCE




_,EL = K_EL /RA_I&N
U'J TU (:OC, '-J_,_u,_ZO)tIGC
i,,kF| [-4,Jl: SP_a(CCREC,PHII
IF (RULE{ [-_I.E_.I.OR.kULEII-_I.EQ.31 GO TO 250





_, _,t,'T IN U E
_,.A= SL INEL*t _RAOR 11,1-4 ) _RAD( I_ I-_) tNRAD( I-k| )
IF {IbCJ._.4) GL. Tt_ Z40
[XEF( [-4,J)= 2.0W'ATAN({T_N(PH|W=O.25| -2.0=_RA=THICI(,CL3S(PHI.O._|
X "_fHICK)I{ I,u +2.L}=RA*THICK*SINIPHI*O. SIII
X -PhI*o,,E
GJ TO 25.
__ =-_'3 I_tF|I-_=Jl= RA
:_:, :} C Jr, r I'wUE
•_.'_G= _EIAL(I) _IREF{I-,_,JI
I:- ($1XTY_([-4)I GO I& 255
r ,_C/M= FACT_II {AN _}
"3'_' T; 257
.... 1_,5 FACTM= FACTM2IANCI
_..,I C'J_TI_iUE


























































PR 7. - EFN SL]URCE STATEMENT - [F_( ';l -
_._-rt [ _F ._.C TM / _[JL I L'._,l=F X P l! ( AN L; J
JJ= _ULE( l-"_l
'.; TU ( 2';C, 2_0t __70,2E0}, JJ
-,J AA= AA +1 IRFF([-4tJI -SP36(COREC,PHIII*SLOPE(ANI, vSCLIL))
IF (JJ,:'::,,,,2) _;{; TU ?c_O
_,'_ IF (CII_LLE(I-4)) GEl TC _8fJ
AA= OEA_]L_(KM._(.H_hIGH) +AA
bL; TU '_-0
L."IC _¾= [.;EKUL|(:_MA_HtHIGH| +AA
• ';G L.JI',, [ INUL
_= PEI ..I.I.REFII-4,j) -AA
IF {ROrO,_II-_),GI,C.0) GU TO ;_16
,=,4, CALC'JLAIE ABSqLUFE GAS FLiIW ANGLE
'_LPHA( ItJ I = A=L)E_|iIALPHA! I-ltJ) -METAL(1) -IREFI|-Q.,J))/A)
X +METAL(2 ) t-AA
• *_ cALCULAFr._ ,_[WLITANGENTIAL| VFL(-_CITY (NEW + tJLJ|12
(.U(Ital= _Q,_TI CX( I,J)**2 +CR[ I,J)**Z)*TAN(ALPHAII ,Jl)
• ** CGMPUTE RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE
Bt:TAlI,J|= ATAN( (hPMII)*RII,J| -CUI[pJIIISQRTI CXiltJl4'*2
X ÷CR(I,Jl**2l)
1'.'3 CLINT INUE
w,4,_ COMPUTE RLLATIVl- GAS FLtIW ANGLE
_LIA(ItJ)= ,)EVI(II_,-fAII-I,J) -METAL(L) -[REF(I-_,,JIIIt_I*A
X *METAL(2| +AA
=_e C.OWPUTE T_NGENTI_L _ELOCITY
Cdil_J) = RPMII)*RII_J) -SQRT( CXllmJ)*_2 +CP, II_J)*_2|*TAN(_'.,:IA
X (I,Jll
• ,l,t C._LCULATE ABSt]LUTE GAS FLOW ANGLE
}'= S(.IR[( EXlj,J|t'_2 ÷CR(I,JI**L!
ALPHA( I=J l= ArANICU(I_Jl,/S)
_O TO bO
C _** SET _NGLE$ wHERE. THERE IS NU BL_bE
_.._ I._.EFiI-_.,JI=O,O
Cd( l,Jl= CU ( I-i, J|*RI I-L,J fIR( I , J l
s=- sQRrc CX( I,Jl**,?. +CRI I,Jli, v2|
}LPHAI [eJ )= ATANICU(ItJ)IS)
bETAIIeJ)= AI6N((RPdlIIeRII,J| -CUII_J))ISQRT( CX(I_J)**2
X *CRI l,J 1=*21)

































































- EFN SOURCE STATEMENT - IF_ISI
i_ ( RG IE;.R(I- _ _. _I.(.(] }
t7 I :( ItJl = [LJ( I-_tJl
:,,_ ;I, "_O
6b TL. 7q)




l;- IA_S(t1_TA"]tJ}-TO(I_,JI)/TO(ItJ}).GT. TOL_). CK= .FALSE..
l,j! i,J)= I_TAI(J)
"(; Cci'_l ]NUF





















PSIOE• - ,-:FN SOURCE. STATEMENT - IFN(S) -
FLJ_rTIJ;,I P $IOE! ACh)
-:_AL M._ I JE
C_ N 'tO.h /FULL/ dUCKET
LUGICAL CI_CL_, SIXTY5
_.cAL IHEF,







MI NR, PEJU r ,
CdUNT
• aLPHA(29,LL|,A/AR(25, LI!tBETA(ZP, ELI,BH!321,BLAUE(?SI•BT (3Z},CIRCL
• E(Z_I,CL_I.JZ,III,CPCI]{bI,CR(32, IlI,CSLOPE(3ZmlI|,CU(-_2,IL I$CXI3ZelL
• ),LXMI II),CXNLd( II),_AIIOI,L)ELM(LI),DEPV(32,LL),OF(2OI•OFLC_( _2!,F
.Lu_ I 32 i, FL3_ M( ,:5 I ,FUUhD(ZO, J, LOI, [ REFI 25, I 1 ) • [ TYPE ( C15 I, MET& L( 2 i ,MtT
.HUU| L5 l , M IN ( 8, Z5 1•MINR ! 8,25) ,MUUT ( 8,2 5 } ,MOUTR(8 ,Z5
,bI,.4SIZS|,NS._i25),NTC(2-5|,NTH(251•NXITI25|,OBARIZ_
• {-_Z,1L),R!3Z,11),RADI8,25|•RADK|8•25) •RCURVE|31,11
• ),"PM! I},RS( 32),RSLOPE{32,III,RULE(25)•SHAPE[25),S
•5),SGR(d,251,SS(_,251,SSRIB•25)•TERMC{|II•TH(8,2-5)
























• A, AA• AIC_ %0, AZOIAO, A303AO, At_O/+_ O, A 5C5AG•ANG,I:I•BB _CC ,CENT, CM,CME 4N_COFFDI 516
.ME _NP, CMZ ,CO_EC, CGUNT •CP eCP I 2, CP I .I•CP I_,CP IS ,CP I6 ,CPOZ •C PC_,CPC_,_ CI_FFC _ 51(
.pdS, CA._p, DCP, UELFLC, UFACT, EMAC H, EPI SOk,FAC TM,G•GAWMER,GASK,_J, GR_, OFFDI513
.h,hIGH,_IPRES,I,IG,IGU,IEJUTTR, IPASS, JeJJ,JM,JM1,JCULE,K, KDEL,KK,L,OFFOISL_
.LASI,LC1, LEVEL,LST,L_TAGE•M, MACH,MAXP I,MINPT•N _NQLAOE• NOAI A, NLINESOFFL)I52C;
.,N%_TS,N_PEEC,NTLbrS, NX•NX leOF , OK,PHI _ PLOW•Q,R A,R _OIAN• Rf)Ftt], REF, OFFDL52[
.R £SIARtR,'AC H, S, SCL ID• SPEED, STOP, T, TERMD• THICK • I I ME ,TOLAI" •T OLCX• TI)LDFFDL522
.HIM, TULR, TONE,V, VM I, YES
LuGICAL _IU
UIMENS|CN UFF(12,3•2), ANS|2I, HM(2)
DIMENSION AC(12)
DAIA ACI O.U• 0.6, 0.¢5, C. 7, 0.75• 0.8• 0.85, 0.9, O.95_ I.O•
X L.US, I..1 I, HM I O.I, _.5 I, OFF I
X O.O ,o0012 ,.CA) f5 ,.OC19 ,.OO2_ •.0031 •.O0_2 ,.OO675,.O107 ,
X O•O190,. 03 •.C5 •
X O.d ,.OOOb ,.COC7 ,.OOCCJ ,•001 _.001_5,.0022 ,.0033 t.00_65,
X .00_B,.00875,.CI345,
0.0 ,.GOOb5,.GO08 ••COIG5,.OOL25,.OOIW5,.OOIB5,.OOZB5,.OUSI ,
X .O_}SZS,.Dll8 ,.OlSS •
X 0.O ,.C009 ,.C0115,.0015 ,.O01g ,o002_5,,002g ,.00365,,00455_
X .00585,.008 ,•OllB ,
A O.3 ,.CCO6 ,.0007 ,.OCGTSeoOOGB5•oCOIIS,.OOZ95•,OOZgS•,UG_LS•
X .UO55},.COTW ,.CO_9,
X 0.0 ,.GOO65,.COG8 ,.OOLOS,•OOI25,.OOL45,.OOIBS,.OO285,.OOSL ,
X .OUS2i,=Oll8 ,.OlbS /
JO= i
G3 TO 5

































P3i_E, - _FN SOURCE STATEMENT - ]F_(SI -
iF (C_|oGlo"IM(-_II i_)= ".




AI',_,IL|= IOI:FIKJ+j. L_tJQ} -OFFIKQeI(,,/tJ&||IIA -AC. IKOI)IIAC|KI,,,_+I|
X -_,C(K'_ I | +'J F F ( I',,rd,,. | _, J 0 }
l J= l _ * .).
i_ (M|,]I GO T[J ]O
,'SIr)E = | _,.5=|ANS|2) -AhSI 1))$ICEN'T -HI'.IIQ -2| ) eANS|I} I/BUCKET


















.RCF{. - LFN SUURC. _- ST&TEMFNT - IFI, I _! -
')_lO,:lod
FJt;CTIL,'4 HEFI(_.MACH,I_IGH) qFFF)L660
:;IM_:NSIuN IITAO(b)_ RMNTA_( IOJtCRITABI i0_5} '.'FF_)!b_?
..... DEbUCEI) VARIATIEIN OF AVER&LW. ROTOR REF,:.RENCE INCIDENCE AN,,LL! OFFuJ.66-"
l MINUS LCW-SPEf:u TwO-OIMENSIQNAL-CASCAOE-RUL F RFFERENCr_ -nFFF_._.66_
(. I._CIOEN_E A4L-LF. wlri-i RELATIVE INLET MACH NUMBER FqR qFFOi66'.
'J r)uUn-L Z-C IR CULAK-A_C 8L,_DE S. qFFr3[ 6¢,5
L. FI.;_J tF 2.) t)! NA _,._ SP'- 3(, C,FF D16 :_ C,
_.I_MM(JN /SCALAR/ 4_j1811, RAOIANt QQQI2L) _)FFOI667
;J;,T,_
X ,CRII'A_ / -2,.;,-2.5
,_'I- _c.=6t -2. -_t- L, 7t-°_ 1.2t 2._t "3. ],t3./t,-2. y-2. _-2° t-]..O_ t-- 5t _- L, _.q,
_._,5.0, 5.5,- 1.58,-I. 51-z. _2 p-, 85_.5_2,5_#. 5O_b.O_ 5. J_ o. _-z-,-[ -,




s_. c'= SL the ( A,RMNTAB,CR I IABI I_K), I0)
,&";SZ: SL IN,ZIA,RMNTAd_CF:I TAtt(1,K_'l|,lOI
LO _LF,L= (ANSI. * (A'_S_-AN.,'I/(HIAOIK_-I)-HTABIK))_I'IB-HTABIK| _)I_A,]IAN
iT UP3 ,1
















,_,'!F Z. - CF,,_ .)OL, RC ;J SIAI"EME,sT - IF/_,J S)
F,J',CTI_N R_F21_ MACH,_IL, HI
DEUOCED I_._IATICN OF AVERAGE ROTOR REFERENCE INClI,ltNC5
MI_U5 L JW-;PLL_ T_J-DIMENSIONAL-CASCADE-I_JLE REFFqENCE
_'!CIJE_ C_ ANGLE ,_lll_ PELATIVE INLEt M,_CH NUMBER FUR NACA
o:-|A.O|-E P,LLS _L_I]ES.
F [,StJR -_ L.) _.A ,NA ",_ SP-3_
:_r_ I_TA3t C l.lt.3,.5,.Tt.q_-Z.St-l. St-l.OtO.2_l.5 /

















HSI_ '_. - FFN SL]URCE" STATEMENT - IFhl_l -
u_l,)ZI L,_i
% ;t P.UU[ |N_ R ST,WR I






X :" I:3TA9 t
I_,F cGc_< _ULc
_,FCL KOEL _ -)EL2
L.,.F:MFJ.+ IV_'C T,3_ I
CIRCLE, SIXTY5
Ik C.F, JIJULE, NACH t
M|_.t _INR, MCUT ,
C -;UNT
CFF_ CIKI, RDF Lt-'e
TCFNF














FJFF IJ; ?. 7,')
• E-(._:_|tCL]I ]_', 11 )t CPCU| +| I(.R I.3ZI J.I ) ,CSLOPE (32t11 I tt-.U(32, tl ), CX 132t 11 f]FFO127!
• I,CXM( LI)BCXNLW(IL|tDAI_CI,DELM(LI)IDEPV(3ZtlI) _DF ("0) _{)FL(_(}!),FOFFD).212+
.LL+W( 32 |,FC._,;4(C_),F.JUhUI ZO,+, 10|,IREFI2_,LL) ,IIYPEI2S|tMF FAL(JI,MEI t)f-FO)2/3
.H:JU( ,"5"I i M Ih ( @, ;_5 }, :iINK l "_t; 5) m_{+'_JT ( 8t 2 _ l , MUUI'.R ( 8,25 ) ,NI N( 25 ) , NP AD( _._FFUIZ l_
,_)tNS(Z)),NS$1cgI,NICI L5)tNTHI251,NXII(zS| ,OIAR(_'StII|,LIFFO(_),H_?!)FFD)275
, ( _;_, 11 It :_(3Z, L l| ,RA0 ( B, 25l ,R ADi- ( 1,25l t HC t.H;_V[1.3 ._tl I ) _RH() Z) ,R INT( I ).OFFDIZ r_
.I,RF'M(I.|,RSI3,;.I,RSLOPE|)2t LII,XULE(:/5|,SHAPE(211,SIXTYb(P5)tS(I(B,_()_FDIZT?
.DI , _iLIR18tZ5 ) , SS( _, 25l , SSR ( 8t 25| t TL PJ4C ( 11 I , IH(B mJSl tT_ 18 t25) i THCR( UFFD 12"1B
._, L5) ,THRI8, Zbl, TITLE| 3_'.|,TUI32,LL |tTSTAT(Ll) t X(32 t OFFr)I279
_.C ;"'.'+C;"| /S_C AL A_,/ F)FFD1280
.At AAtA_.J_, _2OZAOtA-CJJAO,A_L) 4ACtAS(]SA0tANGtB,I'_t_tCC,CEN/tCM,CWEANtCOFEOI28 [
.ME/_P, CM2 mOOR _C, COUNT t CP,CPI 2t CPI 3tCP I4tCP 15 tCPl(Sm CPO2 mC POI,CPU_ CFJFFDI2R2
.PO 9, OAMP, OCP, DEL FL O, DFAC T, EMAC H, EP I SLIN_ FAC TMtG ,CAM MER t G'_SK, G J, G'_/, OFFDI2d)
.H,HIGH,HIPRES_I,IU.,IGU,IC, UIIR_IPASS_J_JJ_JM_JML,JOtlLE_K, KQELtKK_L,OFFDIZ9_+
• LAST,LC it LF.V F_L mI ST, L3TA(.;E tMt MACHm MAXP 1, MINPT t N,%BLAL)Et ND AT At NL INESF;FFI)] 2HS
.,NScT_,NSPEE JtNTU_ES,NXtNAI t GFF,GK,PH I, PLOW _Q, RAtR ADIAN, KDFLO, REF_ OFFD 12_'5
• P,,CSTAR, P _ACH, S, $'JL 10, SPEED t STOP, I, TERROr THICK_ II ME ,I OLAT tT OLCK, TCL OFFDI2 _.'f
,M IN, TOLR, TONE ,Vt VM I,YE S UFFD1ZBB
CO LO [=I,NX
A= (RS(II-RHll) )_,(RS(I| +RHIlII
AA = RS( IlWW_2 -AeEHII|






R(I,J|= SC,_ T ( ER s.._L )
CALL XDERIVIP,RSLdPE)
J= hLINES


























SL[Nf., - EFN SCURC_- STATEMINT - IFN(S) -
FUNCT IUN _LINE |XtXlt YTtN}
ST,,'AIGHr LINE INTEr_P(JLATI[JN Rr'UTINE.
_IMEN_ IUN Xr(li,YT(l)
iF (N-i) i, 3, 11
._ 5L|NE=YT{ I|
(,C TC _.
;FIX-XrIII} :_, IC, S
,'. CuhT IN'J_
I = N





















SLOP_. _FN SOURCE STAT_PENT - IFNISI -
FU_L1 IdN SLJPE(AI_(;,$ULID|
O1M-Nbll_N CJ-_F(_tSItDEG({]
_,[IMMtJN /SCALA;</ (_(81l, RAg
LAtA CJFF, DE_ I
IANv QqQI2L)
X -_.,40J _L44, O.9_U__35ZJt -0.1_59_689,
; 0. f %'9 _.*._'_P.3, - 2.92_17Z_, Z. g?',_367,
x -].i _50l_7, 0._2_8 301. _ -O. C77439575,
X _. _9)_; _O:;, -2. [Tc01g, l. 9ZO_703 ,
X L. 0009B04, - I. 6bZOgO%, O. 7a'_ ].002 7,
x O.]..'-<_Z_Ol_, -C.77026g, (].L}_IOt:4085 '-_,
),, 0.:_9")2(.=b9, - J..J._]wt_l, -0, Z4760_59,
:}.I_2'V%oi8, -C. 75717%99, 0.0_,20_9739,




IF IDEG(K_,L|.LI.A.AND.K. LT.5| GU IO I0
EL-- CUEF(L,K| 'I'{_UEF(__,K| +(COEFI3_K) *(COEFI_tKI
X *ICCEF|5,K) ÷COEF ( 6,K)* SI*S )*S)*S) *S
P;'= C.JEF{ I.,K÷I| ÷(COEFI2,K'I'I} 'I-(COEFI3,K÷I) I-ICOEFI-',,_,K'I'LI
X +(C,JL_FI5 ,K÷L) ÷C_JcF ( b, K÷I)* S) * S|*$ )*S )*S






























- EFN %_O,_CE SIATEME NT - IF_I ¢.| -
F'JhL l Iuh _L
..... p, CFE _,E_
FI_JF L J,,-S
cdU i #,_L LNT
F l,J'J ",.: l




Cc MINIMU_,-LJSS-INCILIENCF.-Ar,431 ': SLC'PE F&CI(IP, _h,1_JLcO
PEE,---CASCAt)L DAIA F jR NACA Cb-IA].OI-SE,IILS r_[ A'J£:b A_
C IRt. ULA_ APCS.
3 _ Nh_A S _- JO
Sc /
t,_- i t -u. __..4_:37._ 2E-2 ,-O. I].2 _J_Oq i t-.%,
2_-o, C. 751._i 597L- _,-0.53_36150::- IO,
SCU: 5[}L IC
A= S'_R_WDIAN
r*,=MAXO ( 1,MI _3(B, INT( E. J*SOIII-I) )
P _=CUEFI ,.,K I + [CCCF ( ;, J',) + ('..ObF { 3, K) *( L CLF 1',,K |+ [CUE F |5, K_ +C.OEF ( 5, K)
X *A_*AI*A)_A I*A
P2=CO£FI I,K+ll +ICOEFIZ,K+II +(CO_FI3_,K+II +(COEFI'.,,tK+_L)
x _[CS_F[ 5,_+I| _COEf" ( _, K_" 1 )*A ) _'A| *A ) *A | _'t_







,.)FF D_; ; ._3





OF F t)(;2 _,5
fit F O0 ? 4",
(_FFUO247

























S_ _'-• - r.FN 5 CU_;C '_- _ I"AT[-PENT - [FI' I_l
,)_lOzl'.q
L ,_ I(.AL CIRCLE, SIXTY5 _t-FI)/2,1L
':_L L_ LF • JOULE • MACH • IFF_)," _] ?
X "_KIAL, _[N, .QINR, Mt)ur t "_FFfJ/2_
X "_C'JT ,_ [!FF 11"/3c*
X ;LbT&_, TUP__: _]FFD2/.}7
I II-CER ;dLF- _II-FI)2_H:_
^,_ KOEL,KUt_L Z l]FF DZ _ li'_
C, _,4rJN / V r_.C, {,.,._ / qFF f)/ t93
• _I.I_HA( _.'_, 1[) , _,r"?( 25, t'.l ,oEr_( "),LII •8H(32) _BLADEI ZSI ,_1 (TLI ,L I_C[ OFF=}Z_"_t
.;(-.'),'_O{.:: • LII,,LPCC{ C)vL'R(_Z•,_'..I,CSLJPE( 3Z•LI | _CUIJL,LI t•CX{ _,Z_ LLOFFI)-'Z9/
o ) ,LX,"'.( I _ } ,CXN! ",( It ) _L;A l t E ) ,C'EL M( ! L I_ nEPV( _2,1 l } e0F (Z0i _t)FL{'W( _..'l _I]FFf';/.'_._
.LiJk{ 32 )• r-LK #. ( ,.._ } , FLJUNO ( _u• 3,, iUI • I REF ( 25 • 11 | • I TYPE ( 2b ) • RE TAL( 2 | • MEt UI-FUZZ9_
._i. 0( Z 5 ) =,M IN ( 8 • :5 ), _'_l NR i 8,2 _} eML_lJ T ( 81 _ 5 | • _IIJUTR ( _ t ;N | •NI Ni J.5 ) t NRAD { ?OFFD22g_
e:; } _IS| "5 ) _NSS( ._._ } tNl( ( :"..= | •NTH{ ,:5) •NX[ lI(_l •O_AE (25 ,[ II _,+FF_( ___ J • P_JOFFII22"_6
°t:L, 1.1 )•r_13_ 1:' ) ,,r<_[;(L'_;"::),#AOF{ 8_'_| •RCUWVr:{_,"t|! |_WH(-""| •RiNT(LLOFFI)22'_7
• |,k/F( z.),['S( J, |,t!_L_P__I_'-'• lIi•._ULE(JSI•SH_PE(25) •SIX! f_l 25)•SC(8•20FFf_)?93
._)_SOR(._.,.'_..'_)•SSI_L:,I,SSI;I_e-_ItTERMCI].IItTH|_•25) _THC (_ •: 5 | • T HLR( {)FF')Z29"_
.d, 251,TH': (_, .'_|, TITLE { "c) , TC I i,'2_•Il) • TST&T| ; l) ,X{ _Z | UF F O _ "_,'},O
,,_ _A• A_L, _O, A'L]_A,', a Jr:, AO, _.[Ja_ _ :,5C5A0• AN_ _t I_B •CC •CENT • _M•C ME AN_Ct]FFI)73")2
._: a.,Ip,CM 2•C,}KLC, CLu_;T ,CP _CP I Z,'CPI 3,CP I _,CP 15 •CP I6 _ LPC_ •C PO3 _CPO4• C_FFD2 )O3
• _C;, I]A'4P, CC ?, OELFLO, L;FACT, E_AI H•I:P I SbN_ FAC r,_,t; e'SA u MEH •i_,%SK•L,J• GRZ• OF@O/3{)(_ •
.r_,I'_ICH, HI2<C _, I, IS,Ib[J,[t'LITTRt [P&SStJ_JJ_JP_JPI_JC't_LL_K•KDI:L•KE,t _OFFD?.30E
•L ^$ r •LC _.•LE @=L, L 3T _L 3T&_, M• i_.6CH •MAXP l •MINPT •N •NBLAOE_ NUAT A• NL I NESFJFF02306
• , NS _T £, h _P_EO ,N T b._E S, N) ,,_A I, OF ; ,OK•PH [, PLOW• G• F A•_ AOI AN• KDF L'.J•RL-F, OFFU2_O7
iJ
,,,._,'-_T AR, _;IAC H, S,SCL It), SPEc[_,STL_9• T• TERMC_ TrlICK • TIME •TOLAT •T OLCX • rOLUFFO2303
• M [["t T3LR_ TONE,V, _M ItYE c Of _=[12309
OFFI)_ tO
_= '_ETAL(_) +O,'Jl .']FFOZ_[L
L,"L; _0 K=_._5 OFFD2_IZ
_?].,= C',.,KEC*CA'-"3L_(S,SCLIC| +PHI*SLUPE NIS,J3L[III OFFi)?31_
.,-- ',E[_L[ [) t-_p-_. OFFDJ3I(,
[_- {ABS(_--_-: |.L_.G. OlOl| R_TURN OFF(]Z]I5
3= L_ OFFD?3Lb
L_LL ER,RCR [ )) 0FFO231I
_L TU !0 GFFD2318
.: ,_u OFFD2319
B-88
SI _.. - [-FN _CURC! STATE P_NT - IFN(S) -
_'Jb_E',Jt I,'_E STREAm OFFDITqZ
t}FFD[?q3
*** CBPPdTES AXIAL VELOCITY DISTRIeUTIONS WI_ICH SATISPY HFFI)L7_,t
CLI, T INUIIY ahd L;_,CAT[S STREAMLINE P[JSITIDNS ()FFi)] "t_5
EFFO]T)_
L'_'([CAL YE_ OFF=}1797
LL?L.IC_t_ CIRCLEt SIXTY5 OFFOI79R
_: FIlL l_ EFt JOULE • MACH • OFFD1799
x ',4[ IAtt Ml_p MINHt MI)UT• OFFDIBO0
X _CUT_ OFFO180[
L_IEL:ER BLADe• COUNT OFFDIBOg
L,)c ICAL r.Ft, _JK • RDF L{]t FJFFO1803
x .', i_._,TAR, ION_ OFFOI FIO_
1 _ l i__C;_ r_ RULZ OFFOIROb




.),¢xPI _] ),CX_w( II)tDA(IG} _DELM(IlI_OEPV(3_t11) _DF I__U| _OFLOW(32)_FOFFDIPIO
.LgW( _Z )_ FC_ _(2._) _FEUNOI ZC• _ !0| • I R_F (ZS,11) _I [YPE (25) _ MEIAL(21 _MFTOFFDL8 Ii
• H(._C(_51,MI_18•2_ = I_MINRIE_2._|,M(IUT(8,25),M']UTR(R,2S)_NIN(_S) ,NRAD(2OFFDIB[Z
• _I,NS(251,NSS(."5)thTCI2. =)_NTH(25)_NXIT(Z-_),OBAR(25,L1)•bFFD(z._I•pqOFFDI8L3
• ( _Le I- |_k (J_• i L} •HAD( _2. _ ) _RADR { _ _ZS) tRCURV_ (.'J2tl 1 | _RH(32) _RINT ( I 10FF_)i8 I_
• ) ,RPN| I) eHS(}2) , RSL_PE ( 3Zt 11 } eRULEIZS) t SHAPE(251 •SIXTY5 (25) _SU(H• 2OFFDIR15
._l,SOR{_,25)_SS|E,L'bItSSR(E_Zb)_TEENC(II),TH(8_L'S) •THE(8_251•THCR(OFFOLEL6
.._, 25),THR (_• J5 ), IT TL_ ( _(1 _ TO(3/_11) _ TSTAT(LI) _ X(32) GFFD18 [1
EUMMCN /SEAL AH/ OFFOIB[8
• _t AA• A _(]A(]s A_(]_A0_ A3G3_O•A_O _AO_ ASOSAO•ANG_B_6B tCC _CENT _ CM_CME&Nt COFFO[8 L9
.MEtNP, bM2,COREC, Ct)UNI _CP_CP I 2tCPI btCPI_CPI5_CP|6, CPI32,_CPO3tCPO4_COFFDIE20
• PUS, C_MP, _CP, DEL FLO,DFACT• EMAC H•EPISOh_FACTM•G •GAP_ER_GASK_GJ_GR2_ OFFDI82I
,H,_[GH,HIPP._S, l, [GtlGO_I_UTT_, [PASS•J_JJIJM_JNltJCULE_K._KDEL,KKtL, OFFDl_22
.LASTeLCL • LEVEL t L ST •L STAGE • P_ MACH_ MAXP 1_MINPT_ NeNBLADE_ NDAT A• NL [NESOFFDZ823
.,,_HSETS•NSPEEDeNTU_ESeNX_,hXI_,OFFvOKtPHJtPLOW_OtRA,_RAOIANt ROFLO•HEF_OFFDIB2_
.,,RE _l At_._ R _AC H• S• SCL [_.,• 3PE EU,_ STOP t Tt TERMDI TH[CK• l I ME _TOLAI" •T OLCX_TOLOFFO[8 __5
.M, IN• TOL_ TONE_V_VMI_YES OFFOIB2B
CIMENSION TERMB(ItItTEf_MI(11) OFFDIE27
CIMENSIO,_ TERMA( ILl OFFDIEZ_
F)FFDIBZ9
CHEAN=CX! I, JM) OFFDI830
OFFDL83t
*** COMPUIE VALbES OF CXM,ROSTAG, AND TE_qA,ICU**Z+CR*=2) OFFDI832
OFFDI_33
t;_; LSO J=I_NLINES OFFOIR=_
_.XF,IJ)= _.X{ I,JIICMEAN OFFDIB35
1 _R_AI J }=CU I I,J I '_,_ ;.+C_, ( [,J )*'2 OFFDIB3b
OFFDI_37
_*. S.T,_T OF LOUP ON CM CONVERGENCE OFFOl_38
t)FFDI83g
J= JM ,3FFDI8_O
_= -(LMEAN**Z ÷TER_/'(J_)JlGJ L)FI:OI8_I
!= TO( J.,JP} OFFU.I842
(.ALL ENT_L P OrFDI8_3
L.A.LL GAW OFFDI84,_
VM1 = GR2*GAMMER* ISTAT (JM) OFFD1865
OFFDI866
B-69
ST_. - s_N _UUREE SIATEPENT - IFNIS)
• _= E_u< I{A4L_I-E_ IU _ Nkw DATA SET
L : ')
L'J5
; _0 t: .... f [NUE
If- (VMJ,.LT.O.I C.",LL ERRORIL_I
',_,_ = SJRFIV'4L)
iF (C_E_,N.L_.V_I) Gu TL' 2C:_
i:.O 2bO J=|_NL|NI:S
.... ITsR;4_(J) +Cxl l,Jl_'_'2llbJ
r= fUI !,Jt
,..-AL L ENT&LP
E/V( [,J }= CXM(J )w_pl_|ltJ|_E;(Pl (THERM3( TSI'ATIJI |
/ r 5r,_ I( J )/(;ASK
*_ CILCULAFI {N[_,.;I_.,_c OF RHg_CXM_'R VS. R FP._M
(rCTI.NT), Ar_O NEw V,_LUE OF CMEAN
,.:b CALL [NT._E (.)_:PV,LI
rL,I [NT=_ [KF (,'_LLNC-, l-_ INT! t I
,_.= TUTIN[ * o.28_145 ,w C_,EAN
_= AMINL( I.CI2_'FLL]W!I), A_AX!!
C_EA_,P= C_4EAN*FLtJWi [ )19












IF (AB$I[B'_WC(JI-DELM(J)).GT.O-OOS) YES= .TRUE.
DO 505 J=;._NTUBES
R{ [_J)= RII,J} +ISL[NE(DELM(J)_TERNE_TERMA_NLINES)
C '_,'-_ CALCULATE VALUES CF CX AT
5u5_ .CX_! [=JL_- £J_[ d )$CMEANP



























































L "blLAL CIrCLEt SIXTY$
.,:; AL lR/uFt
X ._'[ T AL t MINe
A _I!UT R
I_[EGFR BL,.XOE,
1 JuICAL [_FF t
•_ _, i-_,TA _, 1LNI.
J.r_T EGL: _, RULE






• ._LPhA(29, IZ ),ATARI _5, I])IUET&I20tlZItBH(32| IBLAOEI25|IBT (7._|,CIRCL
• c(2_),CO(.%,IIIICPCO(blICR(32tll|ICSLOPEI321II| ICU132tl_ )rEX( )Ztl.i














.LL.W[ 3Z)IFU_MIZS|,=,FOUNUIZGI3t LO) tIREF|25,11| tlTYPE(
• HC;DIZS|IMIN(8,2t)IMINRIBt25) tMOUTIBI25|IMOUTRIBt25
e_h) INS(ZS) INSS | 25 IINT{, ( 25 ), NTHi 251 ,NXI T(25) tOBAP (25
• i-_ZIII|tH(32IILI IRADlSt251lkAD_(_t25| IRCURVE|32111
• IIPPM( 1)tRSIJZIIRSLGPE(3.?tlII_RULFIZ5|tSHAPEIi51tS
• Sl,SORI_JI25),S3| EI2_|ISS_IEt25) tTt-RMCIIIIITH(8t251
• 3'Z_ ) I THK(B t 25), II TLE( 3(|i IO(?211I l, TSTAT(I[ | t Xl32
COMMON /SCALAR/
251 t METAL(2| tMET OFFUO&5_
I tNINI 25 1 ,NRAD( 2DFFO0653
ILl) t OFFUI 25I t PllOFFDO654





.... •A, AA, AiOAGt AZUZAG, A'Z_3AOtA4U4AO,ASOSAOeANGeBtBB tCC ,CENTt CM_CMEANtCOFFOO660
• M E _a_lPl CMZ tC_JREC, CUUNT I CPtCPI E, CP I 3 ICP I41CPI 5 tOP I6 t CP02 tC PU3t CPO_t CQFFD066 l
• FG_I {)AMP ! DCP_, DEI FLCJl UFACT t EMAC HI E Pi SONIFAC TNtG tGAPMER tGASKIGJIGRZI OFFDOb b2
,tt, H|GH,HIPREStlt ]G,IGOt|CUTTP.tIPASStJ,JJtJMIJM1,JC, ULEIK, KDELtKKILtOFFbO&63
• LAST,LC1,LEVELtLST,LSTAGEtMt e_CHtMAXPT,MINPTtNtNBLAOEI NDATAt NLINESOFFDO66_
• ,NSET_INSPEFDtNTIJ_I'a=NXtNXltOFFtOKtPHIIPLONt_ItRAtRADIANt ROFLO_REFtOFFD0665
.RESTAR,RHACH, 51 SIaL [Dr SPEEDtSTOPI TI TERVUt THICKtTIME tTCILAT tTULCXtTOLOFFDO6bh
• MIN, TOLR,TONEIV,VMI,YES £_FFDO66T
==* C_LCULAIES fl = INTEGRAL FROM 0.0 TUT OF CP oT, WHERE












T'4_;. - _FN 5L:U,_C _- STATEMENT - IFhl _l -
C
C
",'_ L,.UUT I_', = THER M._ | Pbv L_I_t TUP tL | f,FFht;6 7S
L -,[CAL CIRCLE, _lXTY5 _jF 9t/D/_ 77
• : LL J_SF w J")ULE = N,_CH _ ;3re-=JOe: 7d
"_; TALt IdlNt miNl% N(IUT _ i]FF_IL!_ l'_
x ,_l._'lJ_"R ,)F I-[t,J_HI]
[_,T_JE-E_, bL_OE_ :'UUNT i'_ PiJ_lh_J.
L , '.; ! ¢. ll L_ F, I_K_ ROF l_ L_I GFFI')O68/.
,_ - _ bTA_,t TFJitE C}FFI)GbQ
I ':T ,--G,_., P..i,JL _ _}FF DOt,_,
-:/_L KDELtKOEL ? IJFFI1/_f_f_
t."3MMO& /VF. CTZ_/ _)FI.:IIO6d6
oALPHA(_:_= [_I_AI_.HI;;St II. lttSETA(Zq_I [| _1:IHI .;21 _BLAL)E(_._I _BT I3Zl _C[_£L_JFF,']t}6_7
• L!:N( 3_ | = FOR/_ | ,_ ) _FUUNO ( -)0_ It [OI _IKEF (2"_[= I = [TYPE (
o)),='_SI_|_NS:;|=S|=NTCI,_..$I_NTH|_5| tNXIT(_51 _,OBAK(25
• (JZtlkltK(3_ ill _D(8_Z_J_RALJ_'I_t25| tRCUI_VEIJZ•t
• I,HPM('_)tR3I_LI,R._L_PE(3._I_I•KULEKZS) •SHAPE|ZSI tS
. 'JegS| = TH_ (_ _ :_ )• TITLEI _61 _TO (3.;_ [1 ) _ TSTATI 1 _ I _X 132
L,:3_RON / SL AL A_ /
,, '% AA• A LI_AC_ A2..U_.AOe AJU JAU•AZI.O_,_U_A505AO _,ANG _B _,SB_tCC tCENT _ C/_CHE4NvCOFFO0698
oMEANP• _.N_eCO_.EC_C{JUNT •CPtCPI _CPI3_CP 14 _CP[ 5 tCPI6, CPL_ _C PlJ.'_CPl._t_ CE/FF;]Uh99
QpIJ_ t (JA/qP t [_P_ DELFLU_ DFAC r t EMACH_ EP! $Oht FAC i'N_G _GAM _ER =G,_ _,K•t;JI GKZ_ UFFO0/OO
• H_I_| GH_H [HKE S • I _ IL,_ [GO_ IGU TTR_ 1PA $$_ J t JJ_ J_• Jql _ JOULr_ _ K• _EL _KKt L_ OFF9/37_)[
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INPUT FORMAT AND SAMPLE DATA SET

APPENDIX D
Part A. Input Format--Data Preparation
._o II

PROGRAM AN-36 DATA PREPARATION
The N36 program is an off-design axial-flow compressor performance
calculation program (IBM 7094) which iterates on efficiency through use of
blade element loss information. The total loss coefficient for any blade
element is based on reference total loss, plus an off-design increment in
total loss correlated as a function of i - ire f and M'. The reference total loss
is computed using correlations of reference profile loss parameter vs
diffusion factor and using shock loss across a normal shock-in-passage.
All integer input data must be placed in the right most columns of the
field specified. Decimal numbers should be placed in the left most part
of the field and the decimal point must be included. Alphameric information
must be spelled exactly as specified. No cards may be left out even if zero
or blank unless specifically noted. See the following sample card format in
connection with the following discussion.
CARD I--COLUM_S 2-10 $DSTART $
This is used to recover from an error condition when several data sets
are being run. Note spacing as shown.
CARDS 2-4--TITLE CARDS
Three cards to be used for identification. Columns 1-72 may be used.
CARDS 5-6--CONSTANT PRESSURE SPECIFIC HEAT AS FUNCTION OF
ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE
The fields shown on these cards are for the coefficients of a fifth degree
polynomial used to evaluate the specific heat at constant pressure:
cp(T) = a0 + al T+ a2 T2 + a3 T 3 + a 4 T 4+ a5 T 5








0 ° to 1700°R
0.23746571
0.21961999 Xl0 -4
-0. 87791471 XI0 -7
0. 1399136 XI0 -9
-0. 78056154 Xl0 "13
0. 15042604 X10 -16
500 ° to 3400°R
0.257348261













CARD 7--GENERAL DATA AND OPTIONS
Columns 1-5. (Integer, right adjusted)
The number of axial stations < 32. There are to be four stations ahead of
and three stations behind the blades. See Figures 1 - 3 for typical configurations.
Note that the number of blade sections is equal to the value of Item ! minus 7.
Also note that some of these passages may be empty and are referred to as
annular rows. Energy and angular momentum are conserved across an annular
rOW.
Columns 6-10. (Integer, right adjusted)
The number of streamlines at which calculations are to be performed;
must be either 5, 7, 9_or ll.
Columns 11-15. (right adjusted)
The number of speed lines desired, -< 15.
Columns 16-20. (right adjusted)
The maximum number of data points to be calculated per speed line.
Columns 21-25. (right adjusted)
The minimum number of data points to be calculated per speed line.
Columns 31-35. (right adjusted)
= 1 if the results at all streamlines are to be printed
= 2 if the results at the odd numbered streamlines are to be printed
= 3 if the hub, mean,and tip streamline quantities are to be printed
= 4 if the hub and tip quantities are to be printed
Columns 41-45. (right adjusted)
1 if only overall mass averaged quantities are to be printed
('! , temperature ratio, pressure ratio, o,, etc.)
2 if the mass averaged blade row properties are also to be printed
3 if all interstage data are also to be printed
D-2




Execution time - the number of minutes (fixed point number) the cal-
culation is permitted to run. If computations are still proceeding at the end
of this time, the computation is stopped and output is printed to reflect
computed performance at the end of permitted execution time.
Columns 21-30
Inlet total temperature in °R.
Columns 31-40
Inlet total pressure in psia.
Columns 41-50.
Relative error tolerance on axial velocity, 0.01 is suggested.
Columns 51-60.
Minimum mass flow rate reduction. (Ib/sec)
Columns 61-70.
Relative error tolerance on continuity, 0.0005 is suggested.
Columns 71-80.
Relative error tolerance on enthalpy, 0.01 is suggested.
CARD 9--GENERAL DATA AND RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCES
Columns I-i0.
Relative error tolerance on efficiency, 0.01 is suggested.
Columns 11-20.
Relative error tolerance on temperature rise, 0.01 is suggested.
D-3
Columns 21-30.
Molecular weight of the flowing fluid, 28.97 for air.
Columns 31-40.
Iteration damping factor, i0.0 is suitable under most circumstances.
CARD TYPE 10--STREAMTUBE MASS FLOW
In the data fields shown, enter the fraction of the mass flow between
each streamline and the hub. The first value must be 0.0, the final value
must be i. 0 and the entered values must progress monotonically. Continue
on another card if required.
CARD TYPE ll--FLOW PATH AND BLOCKAGE INFORMATION
There must be one card for each axial station, with the program requiring
four axial stations upstream of the first blade row and three axial stations
downstream of the last blade row. Units used must be consistent with those
used for inlet total pressure. The blockage factor at a hub or tip represents
the fraction of the local geometric annulus area not blocked there.
The following cards, Types 12-16, are used to identify blade rows
throughout the compressor, from front to rear consecutively. While a dummy
blade row (typically used to provide extra inlet or exit stations, or spacing
between blade row) requires only one Type 12 card and one Type 13 card, a
rotor or stator blade row requires each of these plus as many groups of
card Types 14-16 as required to provide all the necessary blade element
data. As described below, evaluation of reference incidence through the
criterion of suction surface tangency or by means of table input requires
the inclusion of one extra blade element data table (i. e., one extra group
of Card Types 14-16).
CARD TYPE 12--BLADE ROW INFORMATION




designates a rotor blade row
designates a stator blade row
designates a dummy row with no blades. No further information
need be entered on this card for a dummy blade row.
Columns 11- 15. (right adjusted)
Identification number for reference profile loss data set. Up to 999 loss
data sets can be stored as permanent data.
D-4
Columns 21-30. (left adjusted)
Specifies means of evaluating the reference incidence angle at each
streamline for the blade row.
2-D SP36 Denotes use of NASA 2-D rules. See Reference 4. Leave 1
blank column between D and S.
3-D SP36 Denotes use of NASA 3-D rules. See Reference 4. Leave 1
blank column between D and S.
SUCTION Denotes use of the tangent to the suction surface at its inter-
section with the leadin_ edge circle to define the reference
incidence direction. This may be used only for dca blades, and
a table of values for ler/tma x must be included at the end of
tabled blade element data in the format of Card Types 14-16.
ler/tma x is input as a function of average streamline radius.
TABLE Denotes use of tabled input for reference incidence angle. This
table is in the format of Card Types 14-16 and must be placed
at the end of the tabled blade element data. These data are input
as a function of average streamline radius, and reflect a stream-
wise orientation (as opposed to stacking plane orientation).
Columns 31-40. (left adjusted)
Identifies one of two types of blade sections.
65-SERIES NACA 65-series blade section. Leave no blank columns.
CIRCULAR Double,circular-arc blade section.
Columns 51-60.
Information specifies the corrections made to NASA 2-D reference
deviation angle. See Equation 287 of Reference 4.
INCIDENCE Causes the term ( iref- i2-D)(-_d_l 8 ) 2-D to be included
in the evaluation of _c using Equation 287.
DEVIATION Causes the term ( $ c - 8 2-D ) to be included in the evaluation
of _c using Equation 287.
BOTH
NONE
Causes both terms mentioned above to be used in evaluating 8 c,
Deletes both terms mentioned above from the evaluation of _c"
D-5
Columns 61-70. Form factor; a multiplier in K i of Equation 286, Reference 4.
1.0
0.7
for NASA 65- series airfoils
for double-circular-arc airfoils
Columns 71-80. Shape factor; a multiplier in K S of Equation 287, Reference 4.
1.0
0.7
for NASA 65-series airfoils
for double-circular-arc airfoils
CARD TYPE 13--FLOW INCREMENT CARD
Columns 1-10. The ratio of exit flow rate to inlet flow rate for the subject
blade row.
As indicated earlier, card Types 14-16 are used in sets of one each to
supply blade element data for each rotor or stator blade row in the compressor.
Before discussing the format of these cards further, it is appropriate to sum-




Max thickness / chord
Throat / spacing
Solidity















Note; as previously discussed, options SUCTION and TABLE in Columns
21-30 of CardType 12 each require one additional table of blade element
data for each blade row where these options are used.
CARD TYPE 14mBLADE ELEMENT DATA
Columns 1-5. (right adjusted)
Enter the integer number of points to be included in the associated table.
Maximum number of points equals eight. (straight-line interpolation between
points is used in the program)
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CARD TYPE 15--BLADE ELEMENT DATA
Columns 1-80. (In fields of 10 columns each)
Enter individual items of blade element data, using as many fields as
indicated on the corresponding Card Type 14. The corresponding radii
must increase monotonically from left to right in the table.
CARD TYPE 16--BLADE ELEMENT DATA
Columns 1-80. (In fields of 10 columns each)
Enter radius values corresponding to the data items shown on the cor-
responding Card Type 15. Radii must increase monotonically from left to
right in the table.
With all necessary blade element information established, row by row
from front to rear of the compressor, there remains only to specify those
combinations of speed and flow rate at which compressor performance is to
be calculated. This is done using as many cards of the following type as
needed.
CARD TYPE 17--SPEED, FLOW, AND FLOW DECREMENT
Columns 1-10. (left adjusted)
FLOW
Columns 11-20.
Total flow entering compressor, lb/sec
Columns 21-30.
Wheel speed as fraction of design corrected speed. (1.0 -- design)
Columns 31-40.
Minimum flow rate decrement. Flow rate decrement is only used if the
speed and flow combination for this card results in a choked condition some-
where in the machine. The choke check is made after complete convergence is
attained and if O/A*< 1.05 at any station, any streamline in the compressor,
the choke check is considered failed. If the program is computing performance
at points along a characteristic, and successive FLOW cards carry increasing
values of flow rate, the program backs off when failure of the choke check is
encountered after at least one point on the characteristic has been established
satisfactorily. The program reattempts performance computations at a flow
rate midway between the last successful value and the value at which choke was
D-7
encountered. This is continued until the minimum flow decrement is violated.
Note that the minimum flow decrement is also specified earlier in the program
data, The earlier specified value is used wherever a value is not specified
on the FLOW card(s).
D-8
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Axial Flow Compressor Computer Program
for Calculating Off-Design Performance
(Program IV)
by
H.F. Creveling and R.H. Carmody
ABSTRACT
A compressor off-design performance program was developed
to account for complete radial equilibrium of flow and to determine
energy addition and adiabatic efficiency on the basis of blade
element data for air turning and total pressure loss. The program
user has available as options either double-circular-arc or NACA
65-series blade performance data, plus the capability of specifying
reference incidence angle through tabular input or through the
criterion of suction surface tangency for any double-circular-arc
blade row. The off-reference increment in deviation angle is
furnished in the form of a correlation of selected NACA data.
Adiabatic efficiency is determined iteratively for each streamline
in each blade row using: (1) correlated reference profile loss
data and reference shock loss computed on the basis of a normal
shock-in-passage and (2) correlated results of NACA data ex-
pressing the off-reference increment in total pressure loss co-
efficient. The program can handle up to 32 axial stations, and
the user may employ dummy blade rows as desired.

